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ABSTRACT

The (De)Construction of 'lndianness' at Writing-On-Stone Provincial Park
Patricia Tomasic

This thesis surveys the role which 'Indianness' has played at rock art sites in
Canada. The emphasis is on how the generally negative colonial creation of 'the
Indian,' especially after Confederation. has penetrated non-Native opinion in

entertainment. which helped spread 'the Indian' image through the general public.
and science. which helped to 'confin' the image.

By looking particularly at

Writing-On-Stone Provincial Park in southern Alberta, sorne of the issues
addressed are: why 'the Indian' was required in Canada, how this image became
accepted, how Writing-On-Stone deals with this image in its interpretation and

what changes have evolved in rock art research in the latter part of the twentieth
century.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the early sixteenth century. the beginning of permanent European
settlemsnt in Canada, and through the subsequent four centuries of colonial
expansion. a situation originated in the relationship between Western and
aboriginal cultures.1 On the one hand, according to Canadian historian Daniel
Francis, a large number of Europeans despised and/or looked upon aboriginal
peoples as inferior; on the other. they were fascinated by their own perception of
'the Indian,' either as "blessed innocent" or "frightful and bloodthirsty."2 After
Confederation, when the new government of Canada had established itself as
the dominant power, aboriginal peoples were subdued, forced into a reserve
system. their languages and ceremonies banned. Concomitantly, the image of

'the Indian,' as perceived by Europeans. was being integrated into a nationalist
canon to help build and substantiate the country's identity. However, this image
of 'the Indian' as childlike, inferior. savage, 'primitive,' was actually an invention of
and misrepresentation by Europeans, and used to justify the restrictions placed
upon First Nations peoples.
My thesis will outline certain characteristics of 'lndianness,' and consider

how, through the appropriation of aboriginal cultures and cultural items by the
Canadian government, 'Indianness' become accepted by non-Natives since
colonisation. I will argue that 'Indianness' penetrated into academic research.
where it became validated. This validation helped perpetuate the "rnyth of the
primitive," as defined by Susan Hiller; that is, based on "evolutionary models of
social development which position the West as the most advanced instance," the
"primitive" is defined as "unevolved, static, natural (organic), and simple.'o
These images became accepted by the mainstrearn, non-Native public during
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, largely through various forms of popular

entertainment and recreation. 1 will concentrate my attention in this thesis on one
form of cultural artifact - rock art sites - to argue that, through the Parks system,
federal and provincial governments recreate these sites as popolar attractions,
catering to local, national and international non-Native tourists, and thus
sustaining a self-serving construct of 'Indianness.'

1 have chosen a specific

location, Writing-On-Stone Provincial Park in southern Alberta, to consider how
'Indianness' is presented within tourism interpretation, if it encourages or
deconstructs stereotypes, and if it is reasonable to expect changes in such a
venue. In order to confirm the continuation of stereotypes through rock art sites,
1 will employ cultural studies writings, such as selected essays from Ivan Karp

and Steven D. Lavine's Exhibitina Cultures: The Poetics and Politics of Museum
Disolav, Daniel Francis' National Dreams: Myth. Memory. and Canadian Histow,
and James Clifford's T

h

e

-

o

f 1 will concentrate on issues of

nationalism and identity, appropriation and representation of colonised nations,
collecting (both individual and institutional), tourism, and authenticity. Since rny
concerns are with the representation of 'Indianness' by non-Native peoples, 1
have relied on non-Native researchers for the bulk of information concerning
traditional rock art use and meaning which has helped shape the issues under
consideration in this thesis. While the role which Native informants played in
these publications will be discussed in Chapter Two, it is not the main issue.

As postcolonial theorist Stuart Hall notes, a marginalised culture is a
"politically and culturally constructed category." (emphasis Ha1l's)s In Chapter
One, 1 will examine how the construct of the Other is represented by hegemonic
groups, and consider why colonial concepts of 'lndianness' in Canada were
bom. My objective is to illustrate how First Nations imagery was appropriated
over the last two centuries by the Canadian government (which was dominated
by British, Imperia1beliefs), in order to fil1 voids in the nationalist canon. and su

help formulate an identity for the country.
According to Edward Said in Orientalism. the West creates stereotypes of
non-Westerners, or Others, based upon what they thernselves are: Others are
the colonial antithesis, and represent the unfavorable. In Canada. 'lndianness'
has served a similar role as Edward's Said's concept of Orientalism, and has
been used to benefit the non-Native public; that is, stereotypical images are born

out of lack of understanding, then are utilised as a formula of oppression.6 In
addition to Said. 1 will rely on two important publications to outline the motivations
behind 'lndianness': Robert Berkhofer's The White Man's Indian, which examines
how the image of 'the Indian' has changed due to the needs of the European and
non-Native North American population.7 and Daniel Francis' The lmaainary
Indian. As Francis contends, stereotypes are normal when cultures are getting to
know each other. His concern, though, is that when "one side in the encounter
enjoys advantages of wealth or power or technology," as the federal government
did, "then it will usually try to impose its stereotype on the other.'B The exhibition
catalogue of Fluff & Feathers: An Exhibition on the Symbols of Indianness, also
provides signifiant analyses of the creation and significance of 'lndianness' to
Canada.

According to exhibition coordinator Deborah Doxtator, "Canadian

society through control over such tools as advertising, literature. history, and the
entertainment media has the power to create images of other peoples and these
images often operate as a form of social control.'g 1 will argue throughout my
thesis that these constructed stereotypes were prevalent within Canadian history,
as a device for the government to dispossess First Nations of their heritage and
material, and then appropriate these materials into a nationalist canon.
The Canadian government was required to disregard any unfavourable
impact which it had on aboriginal cultures. As Ernest Renan proclaimed in 1882,

a nation does not only need to look to its past, frorn where it will celebrate

moments of triumph, it also need to forget aspects of its past?

In order for a

nation to reinforce its intended image, it must create its own history at the
expense of cornplete truth or objectivity.

I will argue that this strategy of

"forgetting" helped shape Canada's identity as a nation. As Canadian historian
Bruce G. Trigger has declared, before the 1840s, aboriginal peoples initially
"played a prominent role and were treated respectfully" by Europeans, due to
their essential role in the country's economy as traders and trappers, as well as
allies to both the French and British governments during colonial struggles in
Canada, and later with the United States.ll

However, after the War of 1812,

attitudes to First Nations were less favorable, and they were perceived as
irnpeding 'progress'; after Confederation, 'Indianness' enabled the government,
desirous of securing ownership of the land, to intercede and become 'the Indian's'
guardian through the lndian Act of 1876.

Through the Act, the federal

government imposed laws and restrictions on First Nations peoples and
encouraged aboriginal communities to

adapt to

European traditions3

Governrnent officiais believed that by banning traditional indigenous ceremonies
and [anguages, supplying permanent homes through the reserve system, and
relocating children to residential schools, they would introduce 'civilisation' to 'the
Indian,' and encourage a new lifestyle.13 It was "forgotien" that not only had First
Nations peoples survived on the same land for thousands of years. but also that
without their help during the first two centuries of exploration, many Europeans
would have died from malnutrition and diseases. With their histories denied
importance in the eyes of the new colonial regime, 1 will argue that aboriginal
peoples became non-entities, commodities for non-Native desires in Canada.
In the nineteenth century, Canada, as a 'new' country. but still part of the
British Empire, lacked its own distinctive identity, and accordingly needed to
forge one.

To compensate for a lack of 'roots,' the government needed to

establish a connection to the land both for the country and its immigrant
populations.

The most obvious solution was to appropriate the resources

already here, the indigenous populations.

Terry Goldie terms this process

'indigenization ...the impossible necessity of becoming indigenous," which took
effect "when a person moved to a new place and recognized an Other as having
greater roots in that place."14 Goldie, as well as Margaret Atwood in Survival,
considers that Native peoples were used to fiIl a void which newcomers had with
regard to their surroundings.

I will argue that the federal government

appropriated 'the Indian' to unify Canada's immigrants, as a symbol of
perseverance; in contrast to the United States' attempts to physically exterminate
'the Indian' by way of batties and attacks upon aboriginal comm~nities,~5
the

Canadian government encouraged assimilation. Although the end result was
identical, the elimination of the 'Indian' way of life, the Canadian government,
supported by the non-Native population, regarded itself as 'the Indian's' savior,
believing its motives to be nobler than those of the United States.16 Additionally,
by appropriating Yhe Indian,' a new country would 'lengthen' its history.

According to Tony Bennett, new countries have prolonged their histories in order
"to suggest a sense of long continuity for the history of the nation."7 I will argue
that the post-Confederation Canadian government was 'guilty' of this act in order
to unite colonial history with Çirst Nations. As David Lowenthal has stressed, the
past helps to establish who we are, and provides a sense of security: "[tlhe past

is integral to our sense of identity....Ability to recall and identify with Our own past

gives existence meaning, purpose, and value."l8 However, I believe, when one's
own past is insufficient or nonsxistent, appropriating that of another is not
uncornmon.
Among the cultural materials affected by 'lndianness' were rock art sites.
Chapter Two will be cuncerned with the history of rock art research in North

Arnerica, and how 'Indianness' has been carried over into scientific discourseMy methodological approach will rety mainly on historical and anthropological

records, many written during the colonial period since the late eighteenth
century, but especially more recent writings such as Hugh Dempsey's A History
of Writina-On-Stone, Klaus Wellrnan's A Survev of North American lndian Rock

& and the numerous publications on petroglyphs and pictographs by Selwyn
Dewdney, whose anthropological studies from the 1950s on helped rock art
research in Canada achieve a more serious. professionai status.19
The main argument of Chapter Two rests on cultural theorist Janet Wolff's
statement that research is not objective, not a neutral affair. Rather, it is affected
by individual and general opinions and social situations.2o Using a collection of
nineteenth- and twentieth-century publications on rock art and anthropology, 1
contend that because it served Canada to create 'the Indian' as 'primitive,' rock
art research sought out Tacts' to support this representation. I explore how the
history of rock art research. indeed, much of Western research. has
demonstrated an inability to look beyond hegemonic methods, interpretations.
and conciusions regarding Others. With supporting text from two M.A. theses,
B.L. Molyneaux's of 1977, and Michael Klassen's of 1995, 1 stress that rock art

researchers up to the 1960s, by limiting their concerns to an image's description
and form, and by isolating the image from its cultural context, simplify its
meaning.21 As Klassen emphasises, " [vlisual expressions in Native American
cultures are directly linked to performance and experience. As such. images
were never produced merely as artifacts: they were never created in isolation
from their culture and environment."*2 By ignoring the cultural context of rock art
images, researchers continued to portray 'Indianness' by misrepresenting the
potential complexity of the image's meaning.
In the twentieth century, researchers have interpreted that rock art sites in

North America function as places of spiritual, shamanic ceremony. This chapter
examines how aspects of 'primitivism' were applied to the religious conceptions
of First Nations peoples, which affected many rock art researchers with 'romantic'
notions of aboriginal cultures.

As Klassen comments on contemporary

independent researcher P.S. Barry, her interest in a "'new age' shamanism,"*3
appears to have affected her conclusions about the petroglyphs and pictographs
of Writing-On-Stone even before commencing her study. Her determination that
the rock art of W riting-On-Stone was executed exclusively for religious, shamanic
purposes overlooks the possibility of other reasons of execution. I demonstrate
that 'romanticised' theories of shamanic interpretation relied upon by some
researchers have continued to 'primitivise' 'the Indian,' and have been used to
fulfill a need in Western society.
Disregard for First Nations explanations of rock art and a reliance on
Western scientific theories are additional concerns l address. The dismissal of
aboriginal input regarding their cultures and histories has been inherent in much

of anthropological research of the last two centuries. 'The Indian' as 'primitive,'
lacking a comparable f o n of writing to Europeans, was regarded as unable to
responsibly record the past. When any information concerning rock art sites was
provided by aboriginals, it was often not viewed by non-Native researchers as
pertinent, and either dismissed or challenged. I make the case that the inequality
directed towards 'the Indian' by Euro-Canadians meant that 'he' was viewed as a
natural resource. scientific property, a commodity. The effects of this attitude and
its repercussions on First Nations is presented. incorporating Deirdre EvansPritchard's articles on the retationship between tourists and Native Americans,
and the writings of E. Richard Atleo and Walter Echo-Hawk, which consider the
effects of 'science' on the First Nations-z4
In Chapter Three, I discuss how the tourism industry has helped

perpetuate rather than deconstruct 'Indianness.' By surveying the interpretational
devices (brochures, storyboards, guided tours, etc.) at Writing-On-Stone
Provincial Park, which contains the largest amount of rock art in the northern
Plains region, 1 consider how traditional rock art sites, as 'primitive' locations,
have become sources of entertainment for non-Native tourists. My last argument
pertains to the ways in which tourism, through souvenirs, may be the ultimate
device to subdue and appropriate aboriginal cultures, and how Writing-On-Stone
confronts this issue.
Traditionally, interpretation at tourism locations tends to rely on attracting

a high volume of visitors. Written in 1957, when middle class travel and tourism

was increasing, Freeman Tilden's lnter~retinaOur Heritaae illustrated that
dissolving stereotypic images at heritage sites is generally not the goal of
interpreters. Rather. Tilden outlined what he considered to be vital components
of cultural management, which included heeding the desires of the public: any
interpretive text must be appropriate to the viewer, must be farnifiar,s which
often meant reiying on popular stereotypes of indigenous cultures as 'primitive.'
Thus, interpretation may become the factor to attract tourists, more so than the
physical site itself. As Spencer Crew, cultural historian, and museologist James

E. Sims stress, "[tlhe problem with things is that they are dumb": once they are
decontextualised, and "made exquisite on display.. .[they] are transformed in the
meanings that they rnay be said to carry."26 I argue that tourism interpretation,
like scientific research, is affected by 'Indianness.'

For text on hegemonic

interpretation of non-Native cultures in recreational forums, I apply the writings of
theorist Michael Ames, plus essays from Ivan Karp and Steven Lavine's
Exhibitina Cultures: The Poetics and Politics of Museum Dis~lay. 1 rely
predominantly on Thelma Habgood's 'Petroglyphs and Pictographs in Alberta,"
James Keyser's article "Writing-On-Stone: Rock Art on the Northwestern Plains,"

Ston, On Stone, and Hugh Dempsey's A Histofy of Writina-On-Stone for a
historical description of Writing-On-Stone, as well as more current articles about
the park.

1 also apply Tilden's sentiments to Writing-On-Stone, and examine

how, or if, the park portrays 'Indianness' in its interpretational devices?
Due to the demand of attracting many tourists, heritage sites may cater to
popular

preconceptions and

representations.

stereotypes over

more

accurate cultural

According to Patrick Houlihan, museum director and

anthropologist, cultural institutions. in order to make viewers feel comfortable, will
"relieve" them of uncertainties towards "foreign" cultures by attempting to display
what the viewers know.28 Thus, 'lndianness' is perpetuated at many sites since
the tourist industry must familiarise its information in order to keep visitors

attracted. Particular images become selected to represent a location, and are
decontextualised in storyboards, brochures, and adveriisements in order to
stimulate the tourist's interest. The use of specific images as symbolic of a site
means other images are often disregarded, thus simplifying and limiting a
culture. These concerns will be considered regarding the interpretational devices
at Writing-On-Stone Provincial Park.
Once tourists are attracted to a landmark site, such as Writing-On-Stone,
they tend to seek out the elernents which brought them there in the first place;
as Dean MacCannell concluded, they desire an 'authentic' experience.29 This
search for authenticity becomes impossible at rock art sites, though, which
automatically become altered when inducted into tourism.

What were once

educational anNor spiritual sites receive new meanings, and become sources for
group entertainment. I argue that rock art sites act as modern day Icabinets of
curiosity.' as well as 'primitivet art galleries for non-Native tourists; they are no
longer places of privacy and seclusion, where youths would fast and await their
guardian spirits. Although still sites of great spiritual and historical significance

for First Nations peoples and many non-aboriginals, rock art sites such as
Writing-On-Stone are also areas of daily schedules. barriers, group excursions.

and display.

Private images of personal significance become resources for

public inquiry and curiosity.
Chapter Three is concerned with some of the issues presented in Chapter
One, for exarnple, the need for an identity; rather than focus on that of the nation,
though, here I explore the question of individual identity. MacCannell argued that
the tourist needs to search outside his/her own culture for a purer, 'authentic'
lifestyle in order to find identity.30 Often. in order to accommodate the tourist,
heritage sites will "stage" the authentic. Tourists' interest in Other, primitivised
cultures, and their romantic preconceptions of a pristine period, cause The Past'
to become an industry, and. as Bennett notes, something to which one can
escape?

I incorporate these authors' ideas, as well as the observations of

Deirdre Evans-Pritchard. tourism researcher Nelson Graburn, and Canadian
anthropologist Valda Blundell, to explore the relationship between non-Natives
and aboriginals in tourism.32
As noted. the public interest in aboriginal heritage sites automatically leads
to changes in their significance. Not only are they generally 'primitivised' by
interpretation, but heritage sites are also fossilised through preservation. WritingOn-Stone Provincial Park was created in 1957 in order to preserve the rock art,33
and, despite activities such as camping, fishing, and hiking available in the area.
the coulees. and prairie wildlife habitats, the rock art is what makes Writing-OnStone unique. Tourism has encouraged preservation, generally at the expense
of a location's traditional meaning.

My concerns are applied to writings by

Albertan professionals, such as archaeologist Jack Brink and Donna Von Hauff,
editor of Alberta's Parks: Our Leaacv. Essays from Tourisrn Research: Critiaues
and Challenaes and Tourisrn and Heritaae Attractions provide more global

examples of this chapter's considerations.34
As Susan Stewart has suggested in On Lonoing, tourism is a powerful

method by which to belittle complex cultures, because, as a CO-requisiteof
tourism, souvenirs literally and figuratively miniaturise cultures and cultural
significance.35 5ob Simpson is of the same opinion: when souvenirs commodify
aboriginal cultural forms, their original is significance voided.36

Tourists'

preconceptions once again dictate what will be represented in souvenirs.
lnfluenced by museums and their fossilisation of indigenous cultures, tourists
seek out old, 'authentic' souvenirs. I examine the popular souvenirs available at
locations such as airports and corner shops, and how they tend to fossilise and
freeze aboriginal cultures.

This leads to reduction, simplification, and, often,

caricature. The role which souvenirs play at Writing-On-Stone Provincial Park
will also be exarnined. James Clifford's "On Collecting Art and Culture," and
Douglas Cole's Ca~turedHeritaae: The Scramble for Northwest Coast Artifacts,
will play an important role in describing why Western society requires ownership
of Other ~ultures.3~
In my thesis, I argue that. through the Canadian federal government's
authorizations, First Nations peoples did not only become re-invented due to
unfarniliarity on the part of colonists, but also in order to suit the needs of the new
government and its settlers. Because of a need for land and identity, 'the Indian'
as 'primitive' was created in order to give birth to laws which would sanction the
separation of aboriginal peoples from their traditions.

Encouraged through

popular fiction, these re-inventions became acceptable to the general public, and
were further supported by acadernic research. The stereotypes validated in the
science of the day -were accepted by early rock art researchers, largely due to
the fact that as a new discipline, few profesçionals had entered the field, and
consistent standards had not yet been established. The conclusions of these

early researchers extended into twentieth-century tourism, where pictograph and
petroglyph sites such as W riting-On-Stone Provincial Park have become sources
of escapisrn for many members of the 'non-Native public. who seek out a
'simpler,' 'authentic' culture. Rock art sites may continue to display images of
'lndianness' in order to attract tourists, and not convolute their visits with
additional or contrasting information.

Management of particular heritage

attractions did not begin to change in their approach to aboriginal cultures until
the 1960s. One such location is Writing-On-Stone Provincial Park. I argue that

the changes in the park in the last few years. as well as its presentations in

general. have deconstructeci certain aspects of 'lndianness.'

%y Western,' I encompass the ideas and theories popular in Western Europe, which have
served as the basis of North American colonial society; that is, Christian cornrnunities, which
refied on scientific research, and regardecl aboriginal cuïtures as inferior. I use the t e m First
Nations, Indian, aboriginal, indigenous, Amerindian and Native are used to identify the original
peopies in North America, whife 'lndiannness' and 'the Indian' signify the disparaging stereotypes
used by Western peoples to characterise First Nations.
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Chapter One

Appropriating Yhe Indian' in Canada
In the sixteenth century, upon first arriving on the land which would
become Canada, European immigrants faced a dilemma.

Colonists were no

longer 'at home,' no longer in a farniliar location, no longer 'rooted.'

After

Confederation, in order to feel a sense of belonging. the federal government was
required to create a distinctive 'Canadian' identity, in an effort to unify the
country's population. This identity was partially founded on what was already
here: the Native populations. Thus began a refationship of Westerners towards
aboriginals which

was

based

upon

misunderstanding.

marginalisation.

oppression and appropriation. The Canadian government, dorninated by British
customs and ethics, used misrepresentations of 'the Indian,' mainly negative, to
prornote the idea that aboriginals were al1 racially. intellectually. and culturally
inferior.1 Aboriginal peoples were Other, viewed as everything the upper-class
Euro-Canadian was

not:

lazy,

malicious,

morally

degenerate,

cruel,

technologically inadequate; in short, 'uncivilised' and 'primitive.' As Frantz Fanon
stated, "colonialisrn is not satisfied merely with holding a people in its grip and
emptying the native's brain of ail form and content. By a kind of perverted logic, it
turns to the past of the oppressed people, and distorts, disfigures, and destroys

it."2

Based on these negative characteristics, 'Indianness' was created and

became ingrained in Canadian culture during the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. Images of 'the Indian' were concurrently appropriated as nationalist
symbols, an act not uncornmon with colonised peoples.3 In this chapter 1 will
examine the creation and appropriation of 'the Indian' in the Canadian national

canon, the role which it has played in the creation of a distinctive Canadian
identity, and the effects which stereotypes have on First Nations cultures, which

include alienation from traditions. My main concern is the creation of 'lndianness'
by the Canadian government and its acceptance by the generai, non-Native
public.

Stereotypes and Otherness: Establishing Indianness
As Edward Said asserted in Orientalism. one culture's production of an
Other is opposed to, yet based on, that culture. Therefore, if Western society

was 'civilised,' educated, and pious, aboriginal cultures must be uncultivated,
ignorant, and Pagan.

The relationship between the West and its Others,

according to Said, is one of fabrication and exaggeration, as well as one "of
power, of domination."4 When European explorers first came to the 'NewWorld'
in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, they encountered peoples vastly different

from themselves.

Coming from lands of such achievements as cathedrals.

palaces. public markets. and massive sailing ships, Europeans' first impressions
of aboriginal communities (which. in addition to different clothing and rnanners,
did not have these particular commodities which were valued by Europeans),
created a large gulf.

Newcorners were unable to deal with the indigenous

peopies reatisticaily or equally. Intensified by Christian prejudices, which viewed
Whites as God's chosen people, this gulf was difficult to bridge. As Jean Clottes,
president of the International Committee on Rock Art, stated,
[wlhen travelers from western Europe began to explore distant parts of the
world, they encountered religious beliefs and practices that were. for them.
strange, bizarre, and sometimes terrifying. The explorers came from a
social and intellectual background that was. in large measure, determined
by strict religious dogma, and their confidence in the truth of their own
religious beliefs led them to regard the beliefs of others as degenerate. evil,
and, quite literally, satanic.5
The shaman was notably significant in aboriginal religions. The traditional role of
the shaman is interpreted to be similar to that of Western physicians: to remove
illness from people.6 This role. according to art historian Chris Arnett, became
altered by coionial regulations, 'prirnitivised' during and after the Industrial

Revolution in Europe, when Christianity was "diffused" across the globe,' and
displaced other theologies. Shamanic shape-shifting, communication with spirits,

and sou1 travel were viewed as irrational, dysfunctional, and evil. Shamanism
was defined by the period's scholars as "magical." "animistic" and "supernatural":
to missionaries and colonial administrators these practices and beliefs were
"paganistic," "satanic," "idolatrous" and "superstitious."* Rock art images, such
as the Mishepishu at Agawa Rock on Lake Superior, cemented this satanic
theory; according to American historian Paula Giese, their horns identified them
as "devil-figures."g

(Figure 1)

The prejudices towards aboriginal religious

differences, First Nations curator and historian Deborah Doxtator has contended,
were increased by the "physical remoteness of Indians." Sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century European artists depicted aboriginals in "feather skirt[s] and
upright headdress[es]," exotic images which became the basis for conternporary
perceptions, and consequently "made it possible to create representations of
abstract 'lndians' that bore no resemblance to reality."'O This sense of unreality
and fantasy towards 'the Indian' meant there was no cornmitment on the part of
Europeans to seek a more accurate representation, and the conflation of
Otherness and 'Indianness' became widely accepted by the non-Native Canadian
public.
The term 'Indian.' itself a misnomer inappropriately applied by Columbus,
generated the idea that al1 Native Americans were identical. The application of
the term 'Indian,' rather than, for example, Anishnabi, Haida, or Dene, removes
individuality and cultural uniqueness. Native cultures became homogenised, and
the characteristics of Otherness, of 'Indianness,' were applied to ail. J.J. Brody,
in his examination of the manipulation of Native artists by non-Native supporters,
asserts that "[nleither American nor Indian, the American indian is as much a
fiction of history as was the Holy Roman Empire.""

'Indianness' is in part

identified by skin colour, feathers,. stoic facial expressions, braids, buckskin,
fringes, and beadwork, and is generaliy applied to men. The fernale counterpart
assomed characteristics of

either

'the

Squaw' or

'Indian

Princess."2

Furthermore, aboriginals, lacked the same technological developrnents as
colonisers, and were thought to represent a 'primitive' stage of life through which
Europeans had already passed.

'fndianness' was further defined by such

characteristics as 'being one' with nature, having an animistic, pagan theology, as
illiterate, unhygienic, and violent, al1 characteristics which the European found
offensive yet intriguing.

'The Indian' was, according to Doxtator, "naturally

exciting, unpredictable, wild," "outside western nineteenth century] notions of
morality and polite conventions."3

(Figure 2) These "fictions," these sweeping

generalisations, have contributed to a "symbolic eradication of lndian culture?
The reason stereotypes have proven difficult to deconstruct are twofdd: not only
did the conditions of colonisation imposed upon indigenous cultures. such as
restricted freedom of cultural heritage and physical movement, helped lead to the
poverty, depression, alcoholism and harsh living conditions which so many nonaboriginal people relate to First Nations, they have entered the rnainstrearn
psyche through so many forms of entertainment, by which they continue to be
sustained. Annie E. Coombes has observed that stereotypic images became
ingrained in non-aboriginal societies largely due to the popular fiction of the latenineteenth century, which was reproduced and 'verified' by anthropological
studies; these two unrelated disciplines were united in order to "enhance the
veracity of certain supposed racial characteristics."'5

According to historian

David Lowenthal, even today, "[mlore people apprehend the past through
historical novels, from Walter Scott to Jean Plaidy, than through any formal
hist0ry."~6 In North America, popular 'western' novels highlighted Native
Americans as bloodthirsty savages in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, to

be joined in the twentieth century by 'Cowboy and Indian' filmd7 In the latter
part of the century, 'westerns'. still a popular form of fidion, are complemented by

a changed image of 'the Indian.'

Due the period's search for spirituality, the

Native male plays an important role as in escapist literature; the misunderstood.
brooding 'Indian' is a farniliar feature in paperback romance novels. Whether
depicted as a ferocious savage or a wild romantic. both representations cling to
'the Indian' as Other, fulfilling the needs of non-Natives throughout different
periods of modern history.
'Indianness' was so prevalent in novels. film, and newspaper serials. that
interest spread overseas; eventually, 'the Indian' was physically taken to Europe,
to be presented to the likes of royalty. Popes. and political leaders. According to
Canadian historian Douglas Cole, nineteenth-century Europeans flocked to view
travelling shows which highlighted 'the Indian'; for exarnple. in the 1880s.
German brothers J. Adrian and Fillip Jacobsen arranged to escort several

members of the Bella Coola and Kwakiutl bands on tour throughout Europe. The
show, however, proved unsuccessful: the audiences felt that the Bella Coola
"sirnply did not look the way Red lndians were supposed tu look. Their skin was
the wrong tint, their noses not Roman enough, and they did not have the
stereotypical tomahawk-and-headdresç."18 Moreover, patrons were disappointed
that the Bella Coola lacked skill with bows and arrows. devices rarely used on the
Northwest Coast.19 'Indianness' meant that the image, the clothing. the hair.
equalled what a Native person was; as long as one looked the part, one was
'Indian.' just as anyone who did not fit the image was 'inauthentic.' For instance,
in the 1930s, Archie Belaney. a British immigrant to Canada more cornmonly
known as Grey Owl, adopted traits of 'Indianness,' was accepted as 'lndian,' and
drew the support of the public regarding environmental issues, "because he
appealed to a romantic concern for the disappearing North American Indians.'m

With his long, braided hair (dyed black), his skin darkened with henna. his
moccasins and buckskin clothing, stoic facial expression.21 even his overindulgence with alcohol, Beianey so emulated what an 'Indian' was or should be,
that even when the truth of his heritage was revealed after his death, people
continued to accept him as 'Indian.'22 It is still an image so accepted in Canada
that, as First Nations museum director Tom Hill reveals, certain visitors to the
Brantford Cultural Centre "have arrived at our receptionist desk and have refused
to go into the exhibition halls because [the staff] did not 'look Indian' or Wear the
typical feather headdress?

This statement implies that in Canada, there

remains a need for 'lndianness,' a reluctance to surrender it, whether as
entertainment or as spiritual archetype.
After Confederation. stereotypes of 'the Indian' becorne particularly
disagreeable in Canada. Historian J.R. Miller charged that this was due to the
government no longer needing 'the Indian' anymore as an ally in trade or in
Canada's wars.24 'Indianness' as inferiority became advantageous for the next
century, as it meant that the federal government could dispossess First Nations
from their lands in order to expand immigration.

Ironically, after almost three

centuries of relying on indigenous peoples' knowiedge (of topography, animals,
botany, climate, travel routes) to survive on the continent, the Canadian
government, claiming that First Nations peoples were incapable of caring for
themselves, imposed itself as Yhe Indian's' self-appointed guardian. The lndian
Act of 1876 guaranteed govemmental control over aboriginal peoples with the
aim of assirnilating thern into Canadian society-2!j By defining 'Indianness,' the
government assured that anyone who did not fit the 'official' criteria was
enftanchised, and therefore no longer 'authentic.' no longer 'lndian.' Through
isolation from major White communities on teserves and residential schools.
coupled with the decimation of Native populations by European diseases,

implementation of the lndian Act was simplified. The First Nations peoples were
denied the power to oppose colonial laws by those lawmakers themselves.
Deemed as 'non-persans,' First Nations peoples were refused the right to vote,
thus had no recourse to change the system or to challenge the lndian Act-26
Furthermore. the differences between the 'civilised' Euro-Canadian and the
'primitive' 'lndian' were so firmly established in public opinion that many settlers
generally saw nothing wrong with this new system. believing Native cultures were
'dying' a n y ~ a y . 2The
~ isolation of First Nations peoples on reserves meant most
of what the non-Native public know of them came from the stereotypes; there

was nothing to contradict 'lndianness' as false.
Roots
According to Homi K. Bhabha, the nation is founded on myth. on stories
and events which, over a period of tirne, become exaggerated, romanticised. and
part of the nationalist canon.

Grandiose feats and struggles are important

themes to the creation of a country, he continues, and are celebrated through
devices such as novels and academic writings, magazine articles and poetry-28
According to Francis, Canada lacks this exciting allegory, since the country was
constituted not through

revolution,

but gradually, "almost tenaciously";

consequently, Canadians "have no myth of creation, no narrative which
celebrates the birth of the nation."29 As journalist Richard Gwyn claims, "Engiish
Canada has never had a 'real'history in the European sense of decapitated kings

and revolutions."30 To establish itself, the new nation of Canada required an
identity, a history, comparative in feats and length to the 'Old World,' in order for
its European immigrants to feel a sense of belonging.

Novelist and theorist

Margaret Atwood claimed that it is natural for 'outsiders' to attempt to fiil a void, to
attach themselves somehow to what was already here; therefore, Canada's
source was the aboriginal peoples and their heritage-31 However. this heritage

becomes reinvented, commodified, then appropriated and re-introduced to a nonNative public to provide to a nationalist narrative.
In order to legitimise this appropriation, the federal government, during the
late-nineteenth century, created one of its "myths." lt used Canada's 'peaceful'
constitution to distinguish itself from the violence of the United States' War of
Independence?

It also portrayed itself as a benevolent figure, a 'protector' of

First Nations peoples.

The federal government had noted the irreparable

damage done in the United States through that country's policy of physical
extermination of 'the Indian,' especially through the disastrous late nineteenthcentury wars on the Plains, and preferred to present itself in a more
compassionate light.33 Given government convictions that 'the Indian' needed to
'advance' socially and become a 'viable' member of the new colonial society, the
reserve system, residential schools, and the banning of traditional ceremonies
were understood as justifiable policies.

Instead of attempting to alienate or

annihilate aboriginal peoples, both Gaile McGregor and Margaret Atwood believe
that the government depicted an empathy with Natives as "victims", and as
' ' s u ~ v ~ v o ~especially
s , " ~ ~ when considering the threat of invasion from the United
States (physical in the nineteenth century, cultural in the twentieth).

This

compassion, while on the surface signifying a 'positive' relationship between First
Nations and Euro-Canadians, meant the government distanced itself from any of
the problems which colonialism introduced to aboriginal cultures.

By

emphasising an 'affinity' between Canadians and First Nations. the more
accurate, and negative, aspects of colonial history were rendered peripheral.

Forgetting
In order for Euro-Canadians to be able to empathise with and to
appropriate the image of 'the Indian,' it was necessary to "forgetnthese negative
aspects of history (Native as primitive. savage. uneducated, uncivilised).

Forgetting, Ernest Renan lectured, "is a crucial factor in the creation of a
nation.'"5

For example, it was not significant to post-Confederation governrnent

that 'the Indian' had survived for millennia on the lands which colonists now
occupied, and had helped explorers, traders. missionaries, hunters and fishers to
survive. Also, lacking any equivalent form of writing to Europeans. who relied on
the written word as truth. First Nations oral history was denied existence by the
Canadian governrnent. Unless directly involved in colonial affairs, Native peoples
have been essentially excluded from Canada's chronicles, their role "forgotten."
Historically. according to Doxtator. "lndians were incidental because the story
was not about them They were just there

- in the way.'Q6

Until recently, in the

last two decades, the education system in Canada tended to ignore the negative
and severe points of the relationship between Europeans and First Nations. In
order to enforce the image of a noble, parental figure to indigenous peoples, it
was necessary to "forget" that the governrnent had been a major contributor to
Native marginalisation, through the impact of unfair and unresolved treaties. and
racist laws. Indeed. to acknowledge these historical "facts," Renan continued.
can be threatening to the nation: advances and new discoveries in historical
studies and aboriginal challenges to Western portrayals of history bring "to light
deeds of violence which took place at the origin of al1 political formations.'e7
Francis comments that despite growing opposition from aboriginal groups
towards the historic depiction of 'the Indian,' the marginalisation of First Nations
peoples in Canada still has not been sufficiently confronted:
[a]s a community, we forget as much as we remember. For example, it is
known, but not often recalled, that the successful, and relatively peaceful,
settlement of Canada by European newcorners was possible largely
because a vast nurnber of the original inhabitants, the First Nations, were
wiped out by terrible plagues against which they had no defence. This
holocaust is arguably the most important episode in Canadian history, yet
most of us pay it far less attention the Confederation or the Quiet Revolution
of the latest referendum in Quebec-38

This indicates an endurance of 'lndianness' in Canada. that, as 'primitive,' 'the
Indian's' history is inconsequential. By "forgetting" the positive influence of First
Nations history on European immigrants. and relegating it to a subordinate
position, non-Native Canadians have been able to continue a cornfortable status
of living, believing that reserves and residential schools filled an important role in
helping the Indian' adjust to colonialism, al1 being actively challenged now in the
twenty-first century.

Accepting Yhe Indian'
While the Canadian government was "forgetting" certain aspects of
history, much of the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Euro-Canadian
population becarne attracted to the sentimental quality of 'the Indian' as dying.
Due to diseases brought over by Europeans, to which the aboriginal cornmunities
had linle or no immunity, and adaptation to and growing dependency on Western
trade and goods, 'the Indian' was seen as literally and figuratively dying. Francis
comments that
[hlaving first of al1 destroyed many aspects of Native culture, White society
now turned around and admired its own recreations of what it had
destroyed. To the extent that they suffered any guilt over what had
happened to the Native peopies, Whites relieved it by preserving evidence
of the supposedly dying culture.39
Preservation was encouraged by this romanticised image of 'the disappearing
indian.'

As Lowenthal suggested. "[nlothing so quickens preservation

sympathies as the fear of imminent extinction."a The 'vanishing Indian' becarne
an inspiration for mid to late-nineteenth-century nonoNative artists, who
'preserved' 'authentic' 'Indian' individuals and groups in portraiture or
photography. In Canada, 'lndianness' was reinforced through paintings by Paul
Kane (1810-71) and Arthur Verner (1836-1928),who were, however, affected by
the romanticism of the period.

Rather than document "evidence of Native

adaptation to White civilization," these artists preferred to highlight "traditional

1ifestyles."~1Verner saw aboriginal peoples not as individuals, but as part of
nature, adding their Iikenesses to sublime landscapes of the country.42

Kane

"manipulated" his images. adding a sense of primitiveness, timelessness, and a
"romantic flavour" to his portraits.#

For example, his 1856 portrait Mah-Min. or

'The Feather" (Figure 3) is influenced by European romantic painting: after
sketching Mah-Min, Kane added "[ilntense, emotional colour in both costume and
flaming sky [which] bring highly charged associations of violence that did not
exist in the original sketch....Nor is the brutality we see in Mah-Min's face borne
out by Kane's description of meeting the Assiniboine chietu*

Kane's alteration

of Mah-Min's portrait is affected by the 'stoic,' serious stereotype of 'lndianness.'
Despite the atmosphere created by the dramatic sky, a convention of
Romanticism in European painting, Mah-Min remains Stern and unemotional.
'Indianness' also influenced photographers such as Edward Curtis, who sought

an 'authentic' setting for his subjects, and. if unable to locate one. would create
it.45

(Figure 4) According to Patricia Albers and William James. photographers

of the period often placed aboriginal peoples before settings of waterfalls, rivers
and mountains, in order to enhance the alliance between Natives and nature-

Since "lndian subjects and the outdoor environment complement each other," the
authors state, 'Yogether they convey a popular symbolic message which reads:
native culture equals nature."&

This signifies 'the Indian' as 'unequal'; like

nature, he is a commodity, and is an image which suits the imagination of the
non-Native searching for the authentic, romantic 'lndian.'
'The Indian' was not just a subject for Western artists of the time. The

'artistic'forms of First Nations across Canada, such as totem poles, masks, bead
work, as well as the stories and legends, were 'discovered,' recorded and
salvaged by non-Native researchers. 'The Indian' as commodity became popular
in mainstrearn society. Even though First Nations peoples themselves, suggests

Blundell, were excluded from history, "aboriginal forms are part of the national
patrimony that al1 Canadians can be proud of.''47

Indeed. First Nations

rnythology, Atwood asserts. functions for Canadians much as the Bible and
Greek myths do for Europeans; since First Nations peoples have essentially
been adopted as the nation's ancestors, their arts and histories have become

Canada's source for heritage material.48 West Coast artist Emily Carr. in the
early twentieth century, for example. supported Native arts as representative of
Canada's nationalist canon- She believed that Native cultural items and histories
should be appreciated and celebrated by Euro-Canadians as are those of ancient
Britain by the English.49 This sentiment is shared by contemporary Albertan
historian P.S. Barry, who, through her research on the rock art of Writing-OnStone in the early 1990s, wishes to help Canadians be as well acquainted with
North American artistic inheritance as are Europeans with their histories: "North
Americans, who have inherited so little from indigenous antiquity compared to
Europeans. Africans. and Asians, should become as familiar with their images
from the past as, Say. the Greeks and Egyptians are familiar with theirs."so

Native Art
To many mernbers of the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
government and nonoNative population. 'the Indian' became a source for an
identity, Native artforms, particularly the totem poles of the Northwest Coast,
began to be appropriated as representative of the country.

As Canadian

historian Maria Tippett notes, this international, foreign desire to collect
Northwest Coast art forms provoked the Canadian government to preserve these
items itself; the masks and poles became a source for the country's cultural
uniqueness.5'

This appropriation was urgent. since in the first few decades

following Confederation, Canada's contributions to the artistic world were lagging
behind other Western nations; Euro-Canadian settlers were perceived by some

members of Parliament as too busy building the country to make aesthetic
contributions.

As

Governor

General

Earl

Grey

noted,

as

their

"energies.. xoncentrated on laying the foundations of future greatness," the
people of Canada were without "sufficient time to develop the artistic and
idealistic qualities of the people which are still lying to a great extent dormant.'s*
Ann Morrison. in her M.A. thesis for the University of British Columbia, considers
aboriginal artifacts an obvious resource to turn to in order
to fiIl the void of an early period in Canadian art history....To be able to
clairn the native artistic production as part of 'Canadian' art would provide
a longer continuum of cultural heritage in which Anglo-Canadian
nationalism could find a historic base?
Therefore, appropriating indigenous art as a national icon helped Canada to have
an immediate artistic heritage. and one differentiated from the ethnic origins of
the country's immigrants?
These artistic materials became housed and protected in museurns, which
were both influenced by and continued to promote 'Indianness.' Beginning in the
1800s, museums were considered institutions of learning, places to glorify
cultures and to elevate the "cornmon" masses.55

Open to al1 classes, they

served to unify the disparate members of the country through images and icons
which would stimulate pride in the viewer. As Flora Kaplan states. the museum
is "a potent force in forging self consciousness,"~6and "[c]ollections and displays
were intended to unite a populace, to reduce conflict, and to ensure political
stability and continuity.'57

Governments had great expectations for the role

which artistic and anthropological museums could play in building a nation and
keeping it strong. In Canada. as historian Sir John George Bourinot stated in
1893, the art gallery played a "pedagogical role."58

According to Tippett.

Canada's National Gallery "would also instruct Canadians in general as to tastes
and standards and, most important of all, enhance the country's prestige. for as

[director Eric] Brown wrote in 1913, 'No nation c m be truly great until it has a
great art."'59 With the great need to have a distinctive artform for the nation's
identity, the federal governrnent tumed to aboriginal arts to fil1 the void.
Despite the appropriation of First Nations arts as 'distinctly Canadian,' they
were denied 'artistic' status equivalent to European works.

Rather, aboriginal

cultural products were classified as 'natural history,' viewed for their ethnological
and scientific value rather than their 'artistic merit.' Aboriginal artistic forms were
still subordinate in the Western hierarchy. Even though admired aesthetically,
Native materials still canied the primitivist stigrna, and were not accepted into the
artistic canon. Accarding to Cole, some art rnuseums simply did not wish to
elevate indigenous artifacts to the realm of "easel paintings or European
sculpture.'~o Rather. relegated to ethnological settings, rnuseums generally
continued to promote 'primitivism' and a sense of timelessness, where, as
Kenneth Hudson noted, "the collections and displays are overwhelming[ly] of the
shield. spear, boomerang, and war-canoe type."61 With the emphasis on ancient
artifacts, plus the anonymity of the creators, museurn displays acted to fossilise
and freeze aboriginal cultures. They promoted 'the Indian' as no longer 'existing.'
no longer contributing to the arts. In 1988, the exhibition "The Spirit Sings," held
at the Glenbow Museum in Calgary, was criticised as perpetuating 'Indianness' in
this respect: the artifacts selected were fragmented, isolated from their cultural
context, and, as Doxtator stated, admired as "beautiful, old, hand-crafted and
completely without historical developments.'~2 Doxtator's concern was that this
type of display encourages mainstream society's incapacity to have a

contemporary relationship with First Nations peoples: "[alne of the ways in which
Canadian artists and authors have 'worked out' the problem of trying to deal with
the existence of 'lndians'. the original people of the land, has been to deal with
lndians as if they existed only in the past."63 Contemporary First Nations artists

are then considered to be documenting aboriginal life rather than expressing
artistic conceptions. For example, painters like Norval Morrisseau and Daphne

Odjig in the 1960s and 1970s were labelled as "legend painters," and seen as
attempting to revive their 'dead' cultures. Their work was considered by many
non-Natives to be more 'anthropological' than 'artistic.' As Carole Podedworny
argues,
[plerceived through anthropological methodologies, the material culture of
various non-western groups was interpreted in terms of its sociocultural
relevance....Considered to be documentary projects as opposed to aesthetic
objects, the work of these artists was denied a position of contemporary
relevance and was considered instead to be merely nostalgic longing for a
forgotten way of life in the west and a means toward cultural raviva1 in the
east.64
The federal government kept a close rnonitor on the works of many First Nations
artists, to guarantee the products retained an 'authentic' quality. For example,
post-Second World War Inuit carvings were monitored and edited by Canadian
government officiais, arts and crafts 'specialists.'

The items were required to

meet 'traditional' (Le. 'primitive') status, and those 'unsuitable' carvings which did

not suit the Euro-Canadian definition of authenticity were rejected for sale at
tourism shops in the cities.65 By restricting what can be defined as 'authentic'
Native arts, a 'primitivistTdefinition implies that aboriginal cultures remained
unchanged over time.

Moira McLoughlin notes the dichotomy between the

Western and the Native, with Euro-Canadian history marked by progress, Native
by "fixity,"66 an expectation not self-imposed in Western society. which celebrates

its achievements and 'progressions.' As Australian aborigine writer Mudrooroo
emphasises, hegemonic groups have kept indigenous cultures isolated to the
past long enough. Aboriginal cultures,
like every other culture on the globe, are subject to change and are
changing constantly. I want to emphasise that such a thing as a stone-age
culture (static and unchanging), is a myth created by those who should have
known better and still put forth by those who should know better. AI1

societies and cultures change and adapt, and this is fact not theory."
These attempts to retain 'authenticity' are damaging; if Western culture tries to
'stop' time and aboriginal peoples by freezing and fossilising them into the past,
denying the norm of cultural change, Adrienne Kaeppler has warned, cultures will
be destroyed. Discouraging the artistic achievements of a culture helps to restrict
creativity and artistic deveiopment. Techniques of rnanufacturing and/or the
significance behind the items may be lost.

By not allowing decay and

replacement of cultural items, a culture may lose its creative traditions-68
Attempts to retain and restrict an item to its original meaning in fact help to
primitivise indigenous cultures.
First Nations peoples not only became 'preserved' by non-Natives in
paintings. and appropriated into a nationalist canon; their 'arts' also became a
vital component to new nations attempting to differentiate themselves from their
countries of origin: "each large nation," Graburn alleged, "has taken the arts of its
crushed former peoples and erected them as symbols of 'national ethnicity' to
distinguish each from the other, and al1 from their European homelands."69 Any
problems with commodifying aboriginal peoples were brushed aside by the notion
that noticing and appreciating indigenous arts became justification for ownership.
For example, according to Evans Pritchard, a colonial country's 'discovery' of an
ancient archaeological site inducted that heritage location into the country's
narrative: the sites were "seen as national triumphs. not of the distant countries in
which they were iound, but of the colonialist countries that sent the
archaeological expeditions in the first place."70

By that same philosophy,

appropriation becomes even easier when the 'discovering' nation subdues the
Other on the latter's native land. where a government has direct control over the
location and the people.
"Forgetting" parts of history ensured that there would be no indication of

the upheaval on aboriginal life upon the arriva1 of Europeans.

As much as

"iorgetting" played a role in creating a nation, appreciating aboriginal arts and
legends suggested an affinity between the two groups.

This genial portrait

implied that governmental customs were welcomed by Native peoples, and that
there was a gradua1 merging of two distinctive histories.

This 'amicable'

combining of cultures enabled the nation to lengthen its history, another essential
aspect for new countries. As cultural studies theorist Tony Bennett has asserted.
it is important for new countries to extend their roots back in order to encompass
al1 histories, thereby solidifying European, indigenous, and even natural history

into one narrative. This gives the impression that the nation has lengthy roots
and a substantial history compared to European nations.

Bennett has

proclaimed that, for example, the history of Australia, colonised in 1788, "has
been considerably elongated, pushed further and further back into deeper
indigenous times (as distinct from times derived from European history) so as to
suggest a sense of long continuity for the history of the nation-"71 The unique
aboriginal and natural histories served to make these new countries distinctive,
and not jusl a 'younger' version of the homeland.
In Canada, along with 'the Indian.' the image of the Royal Canadian

Mounted Police (originally the North West Mounted Police) is one of the
ubiquitous symbols of Canadiana. It is also one of the vehicles used to combine
colonial cultures and aboriginal history. Part of the myth of the creation of the
North West Mounted Police in 1873 was that they were the 'official guardians' of
the Plains Natives, who were suffering poverty, starvation, and were targeted by
w hiskey smugglers from Montana?

At Al berta's W riting-On-Stone Provincial

Park, the history of the aboriginal bands which used the area is combined with
that of the NWMP, who were stationed there during the late 1800s. Through

direct contact, the location and the MO distinctive histories have become

intertwined; Native history has become part of Canadian heritage.

Historian

Hugh Dempsey stressed that Writing-On-Stone
was more than one story. It was a part of native religion and mythology, yet
on the other, it is forever linked with the romance of the Mounted Police. In
between, there were explorers, fur traders and travellers who played their
roles in the history of this unique area. It was part of Canada's story.73
In one of the interpretational pamphlets at Writing-On-Stone, a concern for
preserving the past continues to fuse these histories.

Through "careful

stewardship and wise management" of the aboriginal rock art and North West
Mounted Police detachment, "they will rernain an important part of our shared
heritage."" (emphasis mine) Preservation acts similarly to 'appreciation ,' in that

the physical contact and active work done with the Plains rock art means that
Euro-Canadians have a right to appropriate the location. since they are the ones
who salvaged it.

The Indian' as Curiosity
Museums, by identifying 'the Indian' as a natural resource,' meant that, like
lakes. mountains, and forests. 'the Indian' was a comrnodity, a source of leisure

and entertainment for non-Natives?

In western Canada, 'the Indian' became "a

surefire tourist attractionU76 at the turn of the twentieth century, figuring
prominently along with wild animals and the Rocky Mountains. Train excursions
becarne the North American counterpart to African safaris, where 'the Indian'

could be viewed by non-Native travellers from the safety of railway cars." The
Indian' was perceived as a 'natural attraction,' part of the tourism atrnosphere. As
Davydd Greenwood has argued, 'the Indian' was viewed not as a human being,

but as a "natural resource," fit for observation.78 Consequently. the persistence

of 'lndianness' as 'nature,' characterised in the period's photography. filled a
beneficial role for colonial society: 'the Indian' served as an 'escape,' and
provided viewers with an alternative to ordinary working and farnily life.

As

'attractions,' Native Americans were encouraged by mainstream society to Wear
traditional beaded, buckskin costumes, in order to retain the 'charm' of 'the
Indian' image. According to Edwin Wade, late nineteenth- and early twentiethcentury fairs in the southwest United States promoted 'Indianness' as a simpler,
'authentic' lifestyle untouched by colonial society. Fair organisers
doubted whether tourists stopping at the White River fair would have left
with the same supportive attitude had they seen adult male lndians in blue
jeans and cowboy hats, children in suspenders, and women carrying
pocketbooks. Out of costume, they were too much like other poor
Arnericans, devoid of magic and the "nobility of the ~avage".~g
Organisers not only atternpted to help viewers temporarily put aside any persona1
troubles, but also to forget that in fact Native peoples were generally
experiencing few social and economical advantages.

'Indianness' helped

disguise the reality of poverty on aboriginal reserves by advocating a
romanticised ideal. Events such as Banff lndian Days entertained tourists with
'traditional' Native activities,~and encouraged exotic stereotypes of a simpler,
more 'natural' lifestyle. Tours like this established Yhe Indian' as commodity, as

an oddity, as fantasy, images which continue today. As Cheyenne elder and
historian William Tall Bull stated, when conducting private ceremonies at sacred
aboriginal sites in the United States, he often must hide from the non-Native
public, "otherwise they'd be taking my picture.'B1 Tall Bull's statement reveals
that he and other Native Americans continue to be viewed by some non-Natives

as a curiosity, a commodity. an issue I will explore more in Chapter Three.

Since colonists first came to the Americas, stereotypes of Othemess have
been inflicted upon the indigenous populations. Because of the desire for land,
as well as of creating a unique identity for the new nation of Canada, the image

of 'the Indian,' as primitive and uncivilised, was created and appropriated by
hegemonic powers to subdue Native peoples. at the same time as appropriating

their histories and artistic heritage. The image became particularly negative
during the late nineteenth century, after Canadian Confederation. a period of
increased European immigration, and a greater need for land. Once deemed
'unnecessary' to colonists, following decades of trade and allied relationships
which were promptly forgotten, First Nations communities were denied their
rights; they were removed from their traditional lands, and 'encouraged' to
become so-called proper, 'civilised' Canadian citizens. Indeed, Homi Bhabha
asserts that the aspiratim of colonial discourse, in order to justify dispossession,
is to determine colonised peoples as inherently inferior.82

The Canadian

govemment allowed itself to identify what characteristics defined 'the Indian,' a
tactic which helped diminish aboriginal populations, as any evidence of European
adaptations in, for example, tools or clothing, meant 'the Indian' was
enfranchised, no longer 'authentic.' The stereotype of 'lndianness' was not only
acceptable to the government and general public; in the next chapter i argue that
it also entered into scientific research, including that of rock art.
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Chapter Two

Rock Art Research and Primitivism
The history of colonial discourse has seen the creation of negative
stereotypes regarding aboriginal peoples. Since Confederation in Canada, with
the help of museums, archaeology, anthropology, and popular nationalist
sentiments, Natives have been presented as Others, as racially inferior, as
'primitives.'

Joan Vastokas suggests that researchers and anthropologists

working in the late eighteenth to early twentieth centuries were "decidedly
affected by a Romantic Primitivism," where aboriginal peoples and their cultures
were exoticised and/or ideaIised.1

Under the influence of Dawinism and

evolutionary theories, these images became part of scientific discourse, and were
influential in rock art research. This chapter concerns itself with how the history
of rock art researchers, unable or reluctant to see beyond European methods,
meant Other approaches were dismissed or disdained. By reviewing rock art
literature and anthropological research from the last century, 1 demonstrate how
rock art research haç continued through to the late twentieth century to portray
'Indianness' and 'primitiveness' in its conclusions.
Early North American Rock Art Research
In nineteenth-century Canada, interest in aboriginal rock art* was limited.
Most of the rock art locations known to nomNatives were generally pictograph
sites along lakes and rivers which were used as travel routes by fur traders and
explorers, away from colonial settlements. Numerous other rock art sites had
been destroyed. both intentionally and unwittingly, in order to build roads and
communities.

Many significant areas with numerous pictographic images

remained unknown to the general public until as late as the 1950s. Many are still
remote, and 'undiscovered' by non-Native researchers. Although a few major
studies in the nineteenth century were conducted in North America by

professionals (Henry R. Schwlcraft married into the Ojibwa people. and Garrick
Mallery worked for the Bureau of Ethnology of the Smithsonian Institution),
amateurs have contributed a significant amount of information to rock art
research, and continued to do so into the twentieth century. Professional interest
remained weak due to prejudices towards the discipline; as Canadian
anthropologist Selwyn Dewdney noted, professional anthropologists and
archaeologists tended to "have been imbued with the pioneer contempt for art as
mere frippery'a Therefore. rock art research has a basis less proficient than
other disciplines.

Because of the scarcity of early professional documents,

subsequent researchers have had to reiy on these early conclusions, and
therefore many erroneous conclusions have been sustained.
Affected by colonial stereotypes of 'Indianness,' early amateur rock art
researchers had a profound effect on continuing Western racial prejudices, and
promoting 'the Indian' as 'primitive.' Their conclusions, professional researcher
Klaus Wellman stressed. were often "absurd"; they assumed stories of "mystery
and glamour and subsequently [sought] facts to support it?

These types of

conclusions further alienated professionals from rock art research who did not
want their names tarnished by any connection to amateurish claims. Molyneaux
argued that without professional guidance, amateur writings have a Yack of
theoretical constraints [which] allowed for a freedom in the application of
rnethods."s Regardless of how inaccurate these early writings may have been.
they are deserving of attention today as examples of the values of their period.
Amateur interpretations, Douglas Cole comments. while "always fabulous,
sometirnes seminal.. .left behind an interesting testament to some of the ideas
and assumptions of the age.'% These include social Darwinism, the "surWval of
the fittest," evolution, and racial superiority, convictions deep-rooted in the
Western approach to Others.

In the mid-twentieth century, professional interest in rock art research

increased; however, a reliance on 'Indianness' was still present. For example, in
the 1950s, North American researcher Thomas Cain felt that petroglyphs and
pictographs as a whole were invaluable, but his actions implied the opposite:
while documenting several sites in central Washington state. Cain determined
that he had sufficient knowledge of the area's style, and abandonned recording
several additional sites which now may be lost to 'development': "[i]t is probable
that a few sites were overlooked, but it is felt that this is of little consequence, for
sufficient material was collected to be well representative of the pictography of
the area."7 It is unlikely such statement would be applied to works of Western
art.

Rather, the belief that 'Indian' styles so rarely changed that incomplete

research was sufficient is indicative of the ideology of 'primitiveness' which
shaped anthropologists' approach to aboriginal material cultures. In Canada, it
was not until the 1960s. when Selwyn Dewdney laid more professional
foundations in the field of recording rock art with his numerous studies, that the
discipline achieved a more 'legitimate' status.

Science and Anthropology
The reliance on 'Indianness' was prevalent not only in 'new' disciplines
such as rock art.

Rather, it had penetrated most scientific research in North

America since colonisation. As presented in Chapter One, 'lndianness' was used
in Canada to marginalise First Nations cultures by 'proving' 'the Indian' was
racially inferior.

Science and comparative anthropology were embracsd by

researchers in order to confirm this inferiority. It was necessary for science to
certify 'the Indian,' indeed al1 Others, as subordinate to Whites in technology as
well as physical and intellectual development. Consequently, science reached its
conclusions of White 'supremacy,' then supported these conclusions with 'facts.'

As Janet Wolff has argued.

the development of science is not a "neutral" affair, propelled by the logic of
its own interna1 process of discovery butA t is closely related to the needs,
values and social and political organisation of society.8
Indeed, in nineteenth-century anthropology, 'studies' were conducted that stated
the existence of connections between the physical traits and intellectual capacity
of human beings.9 conclusions which sanctioned the colonial desire for
appropriation.
The idea of superiority in Western cultures has affected objectivity in rock

art research. It presented aboriginal rock art as automatically inferior in every
aspect to that of Europe. Klaus Wellman, who has documented rock art from al1
over the globe, holds European rock art as superior not only in aesthetics and
sophistication, but also age. While the Lascaux and Altamira cave paintings in
southern France are estimated to be at least 15,000 years, Wellman daims that
no rock art in North America can possibly compare to "the age ascribed to the Ice
Age paintings of France and Spain."lo

Such deterrninations, however, are

premature: current dating rnethodologies have so far been unable to confirm an
accurate age for Native American rock art. Stratigraphy (determining a date by
excavating the layers of soi1 for artifacts near the glyphs) is not reliable, as, if any
artifacts are even found, they may not be contemporaneous to the rock art.
Carbon 14 dating, although always improving, is virtually useless in rock art
research, as there is so little of a living organism in the pigment of a pictograph,
and none at al1 in a petroglyph, that nothing can be tested. Often a patina, or
glaze, forms over the images, as well, making it impossible to even remove any
pigment. Lichenometry, the determination of a date by estimating the growth rate
of lichen near or on a pictograph or petroglyph, is also questionable as it is
difficuit to verify the date of origin of the fungus, and growth rates c m Vary greatly
due to location and dimate-11 In addition, rock art found in Canada tends to be

unsheltered, usually exposed to the harsh climatic elements of intense direct
sunlight, and/or harsh winter winds, which does not help to preserve the images,
meaning centuries old petroglyphs and pictographs may have naturally
deteriorated. By dating North American rock art as having a shorter existence
than that of Europe is tied in with theories on how long First Nations peoples
have been in the Americas, and has acted to reduce Native occupation of the
continents.

Scientific research has long determined that the First Nations

crossed the land bridge Beringia when it last opened up 10,000 to 15,000 years
ago, even though the bridge's first identifiable clearing was 75,000 years ago.12
Not only does the Beringia immigration theory contradict indigenous convictions
that aboriginal histories begin in the Americas, it has also been disputed by more
recent scientific inquiries: evidence of settlements in Monte Verde, Chile, was
discovered and dated to be approximately 33,000 years old; radio-carbon testing

bas dated ancient campfires in New Mexico at some 36,000 years old; the
Bluefish Caves in the Yukon contained tools possibly as old as 24,000 years.13
Therefore, research has so far neither confirmed nor disproved the age of North
American rock art.
Another method used to temove value from rock art in North America, as
compared to that of Europe, was the definition of indigenous people as 'natural
resources' as outlined in Chapter One. This meant that al1 aboriginal arts were
treated as documentary rather than artistic, of scientific rather than aesthetic
interests, and relegated to anthropological rnuseums.

This allowed for the

removal of skeletal remains from their resting places to be relocated in
ethnographic museums, in the name of scientific research. In late-nineteenth
century British ethnographic museums, other cultures were often grouped
haphazardly with reptiles and zoological phenomena.14
"archaeological

resources,"

"historiwl

property."

Classified as

"pathological material,"

"scientific data or specimens," 'Indianness' in North America, Walter Echo-Hawk
argues, has allowed for the cornmodification of First Nations peoples and allows
for their skeletal remains to be removed from burial places and displayed in
rnuseums "in such non-human categories along with dinosaur bones and
insects."15

It also allows them to be treated differently than non-aboriginal

societies, whose dead tend to be protected by law.16 According to Richard Atleo,
such categorisations are indicative of the huge gulf of inequality experienced by
aboriginal peoples at the hand of Western society:
[a]n obvious question at this point is to ask how cultural propetty might have
been treated in general if indigenous peoples were properly viewed as
human beings equal to Europeans instead of as primitives and savages who
were not considered equal....lt may be assumed that human beings that
respect each other as hurnan beings will also respect human cultural
property."
This is an important issue in Chapter Three, where 1 will argue that this
perspective of First Nations as 'primitives' was applied to aboriginal heritage
sites, which were commodified and appropriated as 'exotic' locations. used to
entertain and fulfill the needs of the non-Native tourist. This use tended to alter
the original significance of the sites, and helped alienate indigenous people from
them. For example, Benedict Anderson remarks that colonial governments often
take the initiative to reconstruct ancient monuments and heritage sites, and then
contrast this act, one which can only be accomplished with wealth, to the
financial poverty inherent in many aboriginal communities. The hegemonic take
over and restoration of archaeological monuments implies to the Natives that
they "have always been, or have long become, incapable of either greatness or
self-rule,"l* and therefore in need of guidance and protection from colonial
governments. Through to the late twentieth century, 'Indianness' has allowed
modern, hegemonic powers to continue appropriating indigenous heritage sites,
with little or no input from the First Nations themselves, in order not to receive

opposition to the usage of these sites and any images portrayed.
'The Ignorant Indian'
In Chapter One, 'the Indian' was partly characterised by the incapacity to
care for himself. This feature was fundamental when, in the late nineteenth
century, 'the Indian' was announced by the government to be 'dying,' either
physically or through assimilation.

This allegation led to a scramble by

anthropologists to colleet as rnuch information as possible from the last remaining
'authentic' 'Indians.'

Many of these anthropologists were encouraged in their

endeavors by their own needs and desires, rather than concern for 'the Indian.'
As Clottes claims, Western science's need to know overrules aboriginal rights:

this
desire to know is so ingrained in Western society that we take it for
granted. For other cultures, on the other hand - such as Australian
aborigines or American lndians - knowledge is neither a right nor an
obligation. It is both relative and hierarchic. No one has the need - or a
fortiori the right - to know everything. Depending on a person's gender,
degree of initiation, and position in society, he or she has access to a
specific level of knowledge, and it would be inconceivable to encroach
upon a domain other than one's own.19
Rather than respect andor realise tiese cultural differences, many nineteenthand twentieth-century anthropologists added this overwhelming so-called lack of
desire to learn to their list of inferior traits of First Nations. Because aboriginal
cultures used different methods to record their histories, scientific researchers
concluded that 'the lndian' was 'unworthy' and incapable of recording his own
history. For example, Albertan archaeologist Andreas Graspointer concluded
that Western scientists and historians have an obligation to record al1 cultural
information. He stated that "[flortunately in North America we are the heirs to a
wealth of information collected by numerous individuals, institutes, and
professional scientists who, in the historic period, put into script the lifeways of
dying cultures."*O

Since the time of Graspointer's quote almost twenty years

ago, this outlook that First Nations people lack the knowledge and ski11 to
successfully and responsibly conduct research has drastically changed, and is no
longer acceptable, in universities, museums, and cultural heritage sites.

Lack of cross-cultural understanding meant that many nineteenth- and
early twentieth-century researchers misunderstood when aboriginal peoples told
them that they knew nothing of certain archaeological sites or materials. Many
specialists t w k aboriginal 'denials' literally. rather than viewing thern as rnethods
for First Nations cultures to protect their privacy. John Corner, who in the 1960s
docurnented many of the known pictographs of the British Columbia interior, has
argued that Native denials of knowledge signified reverence for sacred sites:
century many old lndians knew of the
Late in the ninetenth b)
paintings.. ..When questioned, most of the lndians denied any knowledge of
who made the paintings and had no idea what they meant. Some believed
they were put there by the spMs, and because of the religious and
mysterious significance attached. may have k e n reluctant and fearful to
discuss the paintings with white men.*'
There was also reluctance to discuss the significance of petroglyphs and
pictographs at Writing-On-Stone, which were viewed by the Blackfoot, Shoshoni,
and other First Nations peoples who frequented the location as sacred messages
left by the spirits. Although these 'secretive' tactics of the Plains Natives may
have had the negative effect of aiding the stereotype of the 'Indian' as ignorant,

they also ensured that the rock art remained protected.

Hugh Dempsey

docurnented that during the period of establishing the International Boundary
between Canada and the

US.. in July 1874, the "survey team, made up of

leading engineers and scientists, passed within three or four miles of Writing-onStone without being aware of its presence.I122

In fact, Writing-on-Stone

experienced only one reported visit by a non-Native from 1802 to 1874, despite
explorers, fur traders. and prospectors passing close

by.23

Dempsey also

interpreted Native reluctance for discussing rock art as a way of protecting

personal visions,24 since making a petroglyph was generally thought of as a
private experience. Pat Lefthand, a Kutenai band member in Idaho, offers a
similar explanation. As a young boy in the 1960s. Lefthand questioned his father
and grandfather as to why they had told so many lies when being interviewed by
an anthropologist. The older men responded that anthropoiogists expectedto be
told information which families never intended to reveal. Therefore, in order not
to prolong the interview, and to preserve their privileges, it was not unusual to
determine what the anthropologist was looking for. and then make up satisfactory
information to fulfill the image which he/she was seeking-u

Roy Wagner

suggests that this is not uncornmon within "subject" cultures, which put up
"defenses" against the anthropologist "to keep him at a distance or at least stall
him off while he is considered and examined more closely.'~6 Thus, aboriginals
played a much more powerful and active role in anthropological research. that of
observer, rather than passively allowing observation. Supporters of 'lndianness'

and colonial 'superiority' would have found it incomprehensible to ascribe such a
powerful, dynamic role to an Other, and thus such explanations would not enter
into colonial discourse.
Indeed, this superior attitude of Western discourse meant that any
divergence from European standards was inconceivable. Klassen States that the
"rationalism of earty investigators...led to a certain sense of superiority over the
beliefs of Native peoples, leading to interpretations which ignore the potential of
traditional knowledge for contextualized meaning.""

Instead of dismissing and

overlooking the Native interpretations, these explanations themselves must be
studied and applied to rock art as a whole, to get a fuller understanding of the
significance of the role which petroglyphs and pictographs have and continue to
play in aboriginal societies. lnstead of disrnissing First Nations rationalisations
that spirits executed the glyphs at Writing-On-Stone, it is important to note that

many were done by shamans in spiritual modes of communication. or by
adolescents on vision quests recording their guardian spirits.

Ethnographer

Richard Daly has stated that
[tlhe European scholarly tradition ...often finds itself ill-at-ease when
contonted by hurnan and cultural phenomena such as drearns. which
appear to be at once non-material and irrational. lnstead of grappting with
the inner logic and rnateriality of such aspects of culture, scholars generally
slot them into analytical categories which denote irrational or dissembling
arts and beliefs. By doing so, they avoid actually analysing these
phenomena.. ..
...What is required to understand the rock writings is awilling suspension of
disbelief, a respect for Our own subconscious experiences. and an ear for
the practical 'Yhis-sidedness" of Native explanation.28

To better comprehend rock art, anthropological discourse has had to incorporate
the reality that aboriginal cultures have many value systems which are different
from those of European societies. If science is determined to understand the
significance of aboriginal rock art. then, in order to get a more comprehensive
insight, it must release its theory of Yhe primitive' and 'the Indian' as a poor
source for information. and admit new techniques into its realm.

Primitivism and Theology
This lack of empathy towards First Nations spiritual explanations of rock

art carries over to complete the dismissal of aboriginal theology, such as vision
quests and shamanism. These-are both significant foundations for the creation
of rock art, not just in the Americas. but on al1 the continents. al1 throughout
history. The shaman. according to Andreas Lommel, was also the first "artist."
creating all art forms. including petroglyphs and pictographs, in ail global
regions.29 including early European cultures. As noted in Chapter One, Christian
theology designated the shaman 'pagan,' 'evil' and 'primitive.' The theory that
sharnanism was indicative of a 'primitive' culture rernained influential into the late
twentieth century. For example, in the early 1970s, Joan and Roman Vastokas
stressed the role of the shaman in their conclusions on the Peterborough

petroglyphs. They designated the location a "major prehistoric centre of visionary
and shamanistic Algonkian art."30 Seventeen years after this conclusion, Joan
Vastokas criticised her own conclusions as affected by the period's focus on
'primitive' cultures and shamanism. She admitted being personally infiuenced by
the writings of Mircea Eliade, whose 1964 publication Shamanism: Archaic
Techniques of Ecstasv, suggested that shamanism dominated 'primitive' cultures:
Eliade's theories heavily affected contemporary researchers, with what Vastokas
calls the "shamanic fad of interpretation," and furthered the image of First Nations

as irrational:
[i]n much the same way that native art was once labelled "primitive" - as
anonymous and without a developmental history - so also have Native
experience of and response to the physical landscape been stereotyped,
simplified, in effect "primitivized" by many interpreters. Native perceptions
of the environment, of space and time, of "reality" in general, have b e n
viewed for the most part as neither ernpirical nor historical, but exclusively
mythical.3'
In addition to 'primitivising' other cultures, the interpretation of rock art as
executed solely for shamanic purposes limits its significance to one role, rather

than a multiplicity of meanings. Barry's determination that the Writing-On-Stone
petroglyphs are only used for shamanic purposes means other aspects of
Blackfoot, Shoshone, and the cultural lives of other First Nations of the region are
overlooked. All images are rnolded to fit into her categorisation. For example,
one image at Writing-On-Stone has often been refened to as a "sexual act," as
immediately this is what it appears to be. (Figure 5) Whether this is the correct
interpretation or not, Barry believes it "trivializes a profound religious sensibility"
which was reliant on "regeneration and fertility. ..and hence the fate of human
nature."

Barry identifies this image as a transference of power between a

"superior spirit on a lesser being" and an initiation into shamanism.32 While the
true meaning of the petroglyph is indeterminate, and Barry may well be correct
with her reading of the image, it is her overwhelming application of shamanic

ritual to al1 images that serves to weaken her hypothesis.

As Klassen

emphasised,

[rlather than making the conclusions fit the images, she makes the images
fit the conclusions, and proceeds to see evidence of shamanisms in the
most spurious of visual resemblances....She assumes unidentifiable objects
must be spiritual or mystical forms, rather than simply being objects which
she is not familiar with. because these fit her conclu~ions.~3
Looking at only the shamanic role of rock art can lead to the potential to
romanticise or exoticise rock art, as well as to inaccurate conclusions. Indeed,
Clottes points out that the weakness of solely shamanic interpretation is that the
symbolic value of the images is indeterminate. He stressed that the production of
abstract rock art images generally are "naturally or chemically induced," and
many have no rneaning when drawn; they only acquire a significance later.
almost arbitrarily. The shapes are then given a definition "by illusioning thern into
objects of religious or emotional significance," such as a circle into a cup or a
bomb, depending on "the emotional state of the subject.'Q4 This means that rock
art may defy scientific probing, since it does not necessarily deal with a 'tangible'

or physical source, but an individualised human intellect.

Cross-Cultural lnterpretationnnadequate Resources
Rock art research methods, then, have been inadequate for interpreting
aboriginal images. As Molyneaux has criticised. the consideration any "cultural
factors external to the art work, factors that would have played a significant role
in the nature of the artistic expression." have tended to be overlooked.35 Rather.
much of rock art was recorded 'superficially, ' descriptive1y. concerned only with
form. Figures were reproduced as closely as possible. whether individually. or in
groups, in panels, and this was wnsidered sulficient. Cultural relevance played

a small role, if any.

Dewdney, who is highly critical of this approach. has

stressed the importance of rock art research "to be a multi-disciplinary field. And
unless the researcher in any area of the field can relate his findings to the larger

context he risks a radical reduction in the value of his work?
Dewdney's)

(emphasis

But many contemporary researchers retain this type of study,

despite a growing number of others who have recognised the need for cultural
details. Only a handful of rock art researchers have been opposed to a formal,
descriptive approach, mainly in the last two decades.
Lack of cross-cultural understanding means non-Native researchers may
overlook significant First Nations spiritual perspectives. For example, in 1855,
James Doty, lndian Agent to the Blackfoot, and one of the first non-natives to see
the Writing-On-Stone petroglyphs, was told the images were executed by "white
men." This led Doty to believe that Europeans had been in the region longer
than they actually had. However, Klassen notes, Doty's understanding of the
story appears to have b e n incorrect. It is probable that his Native guides were
explaining that the drawings were the work of Blackfoot spiritual figure Naapi,
whose name most closely translates to English as Old Man, or, because of his
grey hair, Whiteness: "Doty's references to 'white men,"' Klassen suggests,
"illustrates how his ignorance of BIackfoot traditions has prevented him from
recognizing the site's spiritual importance.'"7 Thus, without intense knowledge of
a culture, interpretation is unreliable. Translation of that interpretation is also
insufficient, for, as Zbigniew Kobylinski points out, the true meaning of symbols
cannot be elucidated across cultures; verbalising another culture's symbols not
only risks incorrect description, but can even dismiss their significance.

As

Kobylinski argues, to "articulate symbolic meaning in language means to
translate it into the logic of verbal categories. In this process much of the original
meaning is lost."3*

Indeed, in 1942, Francis J. Barrow. an amateur rock art

researcher on the Pacific Northwest Coast, stated that the "very old Indians,"
attempting to relate the meaning of British Columbia coastal petroglyphs, "found
it difficult to explain in English."39 This may indicate that Western society's need

to know everything is doubly invasive. Not only does it intrude where it has often
not been welcomed. it often encourages misconceptions and inaccuracies
through unsuitable research methods. A Navajo story documents this process.
According to the story. before rescuing Coyote from danger, a White
anthropologist demands and receives a story and an artifact as a reward, but
upon returning home, the anthropologist discovers that his tape recorder plays
only gibberish, and that his bag of artifacts is full of coyote dung. Beyond the
anthropologist's objectionable view that Coyote was not worth saving without
receiving some form of recognition, this story also indicates Navajo convictions
that when a researcher attempts to interpret the history of another culture. he/she
alters it beyond recognition, into nonsense.

Evans-Pritchard suggests that

Coyote's story is seen as a comrnodity. which the anthropologist
trades for what he wants from the Indian, takes it back into his own cultural
milieu and. reifying it. infuses it with value out of context. Of course, taking
it out of context turns it into dreck, because you cannot distill true lndian
culture into collectables.~
Because of their years devoted to studies and research, many non-Native
anthropologists often felt that they were better equipped than First Nations
peoples themselves to talk about aboriginal histories and needs.

As Francis

comments, "Native people had most to fear from writers who claimed to know
them best."'

Being steeped in the traditions of a different culture, especially one

so historically immersed in racial intolerance, inequality was often apparent in the
conclusions of non-Native researchers.
The methodologies and ideologies established in the early period of rock

art research have proved difficult to dismiss, and many twentieth century studies
have relied on its foundations.

However, researchers such as Molyneaux,

Klassen, and Daly encourage loosening the 'rational' hold ofWestern, scientific
disciplines.

Kiassen. for example. criticises the methods used by rock art

specialist James D. Keyser, who conducted a major study of Writing-On-Stone in
the 1970s. Klassen reproves Keyser as being too subjective, too immersed in
"the empiricism of the period."

He accuses Keyser of continuing to focus on

description and quantification of the images, and thus
illustrates many of the serious deficiencies associated with most traditional
rock art research...the tendency to equate description and identification with
interpretation, and subject matter with meaning. The subjectivity of
observation was not acknowledged, while the obsession with the "objective"
pursuit of formalism, quantification, chronology and distribution essentially
ignores deeper questions of cultural ~ignificance.~~
Categorising rock art into these latter four groups generally causes restrictions on
interpretations. In one of his research articles, Keyser divided the images into
two major categories: Ceremonial (also called pre-European contact and sacred)
and Biographical (or post-contact and secular)-4 The former is attributed to the
Shoshone, the latter to the Blackfoot. Keyser, by affixing the Ceremonial and
Biographical categories. created a distinct division between pre- and post-contact
rock art: he proposed that cultural displacement was the reason for stylistic sbifts,
thereby limiting the possibility of any internal cultural developments being
responsible for stylistic variations, paralleling the theory that aboriginal cultures
are stagnant, unchanging. Keyser assigns one image style per band and thus
denies diversity, as well as the possibility that multiple groups muld have been
creating art contemporaneously. Klassen wnsiders that
by reducing variation to nothing more than ethnic "style", this view is an
oversirnplification of the complex relationships between formal variation,
function and meaning.. ..The hypothesis of an ethnic discontinuity has the
effect of denying the possibility of a long-term association between WritingOn-Stone and any specific people-&
In addition to irnplying an isolated environment of hostile relations between
bands, rather than a portrait of the numerous bands of the Plains interacting
through trade, etc., Keyser's wnclusions that the Blackfoot were the last First
Nations band to maintain dominance of the Milk River region would be

advantageous to governments negotiating land settlements of the area; it meant
that only one group was to be dispossessed of its lands, and therefore only one
band would require compensation.
In order to adequately approach aboriginal rock art in North America, the
non-Native researcher must bear in rnind that hefshe is involved with a culture
different from his/her own, and that interpretation of a symbol is culturally
determined.

As North American rock art researcher Campbell Grant has

stressed, subjectivity, always at play in interpretation, "is the most difficult and
controversial part of any study of rock art drawings."45

Assuming Western

methodologies are sufficient in cross-cultural interpretation may lead to
questionable conclusions. At the Peterborough Petroglyphs. for example, the
large 'arrowhead' figures have been identified by the Vastokases as abstracted
spiritual representations of shamans. They state that "[tlo interpret these glyphs
as arrowheadsA s to rely solely upon western criteria of perception: the glyphs
look like arrowheads. therefore. they might be arrowheads."46 (Flgure 6) This
abstraction may rather reflect spiritual ideology, similar in approach to the art of
the medieval European period. Spiritual figures are not meant, or not sanctioned,
to be represented realistically. The Vastokases stressed that abstraction "is an
exarnple of a widespread and cross-cultural rüle of artistic expression; the more
incomprehensible, ineffable, and sacred the subject-matter o f a given work of art.
the more abstract its execution.'"

Marion Robertson, in her study of Mi-Kmaq

rock art, concurs on how easy it can be to misinterpret and misrepresent images
well-known within Western culture. It would be natural for sorneone familiar with
Christian symbolisrn to assume that the cross on a pictographic figure in
Kejimkujik Provincial Park, Nova Scotia, is the influence of the Roman Catholic
Church. Robertson notes, though, that in 1675, a Father Leclerq identified the
cross to be the totem of the Miramichi Natives. Rather than being representative

of Christianity. in this case the cross may be an abstraction of a bird in flight or
person with extended arrns.de
Not only does Western research. with its formal and biased iconological
approach. threaten the meaning of aboriginal material cultures. its biases also
deny a spiritual understanding.

Beginning in the nineteenth century, and

continuing into the twentieth, the public interest in science and ciassification,49
coupled with the rise of atheism. made it more difkult to accept explanations of
'spiritual' origins for petroglyphs and pictographs. For example. researchers
Douglas Leechman, Margaret Hess and Roy L. Fowler, in their annual report for
the National Museum of Canada of Writing-On-Stone. in 1955, stated that
modern aboriginal peoples denied any knowledge of the origins, meanings. and
significance of the area's petroglyphs and pictographs.

Klassen suggests.

though. that the Native informants had actually told the researchers of
supernatural sources for the petroglyphs, to which Leechman et al responded.
"'the better informed offer

more acceptable explanations."'so (emphasis

Klassen's) Because Western culture has reduced its concern with a spiritual
ideology in preference for a scientific one over the last two centuries, it tends to
primitivise those who

do hold supernatural concepts.

reinforcing the

representations of 'Indianness' as childish. naive and irrational.

As Klassen

argues,
[tlhe traditional view of the rock art as the work of the spirits must be
acknowledged as a coherent and legitimate explanation from a
cosmological and theological point of view: this explanation cannot be
ignored, or denigrated as "superstitious". as has occurred so often in the
past. Discussions of the traditional Native view from a historical or
"Western" academicfscientific perspective have invariably led to the
dismissal of the former as a quaint cultural anachronism, while professing
that the "real" origins and function of the rock art can be explained by a
Western approach.51
This rejection of spiritual explanations for rock art thus reinforces the lndian Act's
notion that 'the Indian' is ignorant of his own history. and incapable of recording it.

lindianness' enters into scientific opinion. which denies any other viewpoint as
equal, and denigrates that viewpoint as irrational and chiidish.

North American rock art research, in its infancy during the late nineteenth
century, used popular notions about the inferiority of Native people to shape their
interpretations. Considering the lack of objection to the image of 'lndianness' well

into the twentieth century, rock art research continued to be affected by 'primitive'
stereotypes, particularly influenced by a specific notion of shamanism in the

1960s. Due to an immersion in traditional Western methodologies of study. and

a reliance on science and 'objectivity.' early rock art researchers. dominated by
amateurs because of a professional aversion to anything "undateableIis2
reinforced 'the Indian' as Other, as 'primitive'; if the coloniser was rational and
logical. 'the Indian' was not, and his rock art fulfilled magical and pagan roles
rather than act as a comparative form of writing and documentation. With this
image vaiidated by anthropology and rock art research. public opinion was
reinforced, and intrigued with the Indian' as a curiosity, a comrnodity. Rock art

sites and other 'Indian' heritage locations became a source for escape for the
non-Native tourist from the mid-twentieth century on. The foie which modern
tourism has played on rock art sites, specifically Writing-On-Stone Provincial
Park, is the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter Three
Tourism and Rock Art Sites
Many rock art sites in North America over the last two centuries have k e n
destroyed.

Activities of Western 'progress,' such as logging, road building,

construction, and flooding for dams, have been deemed to override respect and
preservation of First Nations heritage sites. This is not an uncornmon occurrence
in colonial practice; where land is required, the antiquities of "rival heritages"
were often demolished.'

Other sites, however, were salvaged. appropriated as

provincial, state, or national parks, and cornrnodified for tourism. In this chapter I
consider how heritage parks have dealt with rock art sites. including how
interpretation devices are used to either promote or deconstruct 'Indianness.' I
argue that heritage sites maintain the stereotypes of 'the Indian' ingrained in rock
art research in order to attract non-Native tourists in their search of an alternative,
'primitive' experience to everyday life. This çearch for an authentic spiritual or
archaic experience, however, automatically becomes impossible, because, as
will be demonstrated, recognition and preservation of heritage sites inevitably

alters how the past is viewed, as these sites take on new meanings and roles.
My aim is to apply these arguments to one location, Writing-On-Stone Provincial

Park in southern Alberta.
Tourists' Quest for Authenticity
In 1976, Dean MacCanneil closely exarnined how certain non-Native
members of modern, mainstream society, disenchanted with their own lives,
strive to find meaning. He argued that individuals need to "construct totalities"
from their "disparate experiences," since modernity has distanced most people
from their "roots." MacCannell suggested that travel and tourism serve as a way

for contemporary society to "discover or reconstruct a cultural heritage or a social
identity.""isits

to aboriginal heritage sites, then, rnay allow a person to witness

a simpler, more 'spiritual' state of living. This encourages what MacCannell has
dubbed "staged authenticity," where tourists look outside their own cultures and
eras for an 'authentic' experience, but actually receive information or evidence
which is altered to suit their preconcepüons of 'authenticity.'

According to

MacCannell, the tourist may be unaware that h i m e r intention to view Other
cultures genuinely is manipulated, and that 'authenticity' is never achieved: "[tlhe
term 'tourist' is increasingly used as a derisive label for someone who seems
content with his obviously inauthentic experienceslQ Many tourists. then, due to
their preconceptions, are unaware that what they are viewing at heritage sites
may largely be fabrication or exaggeration.4 Many others who are aware of
these inaccuracies, according to Kenneth Hudson, are sirnply not interested in
deconstructing stereotypes:
many - perhaps most - of our fellow citizens do not have questioning minds.
They feel cornfortable with received ideas and they are not grateful to have
those ideas disturbed or demoiished. Whether the subject is Russia or
railways, banking or Brazil, their minds are conditioned by the information
that has reached them as they have grown up and they are Iikely to resist
any attempt to induce them to think differently....Travel rnay well intensify old
prejudices or create new ones. It does not necessarily broaden the mind.5
Therefore, a 'simulated' aboriginal culture, based on Western expectations,
becomes perpetuated.

L. Turner and J. Ash, when surveying international

tourism, add that even at sites which promote the cultural history of a region.
tourists are deterred from cornprehending the site's significance. Not only is a
"real sense of history" not encouraged, tourists are also kept from experiencing
"a foreign culture as a totality"; rather, cultural aspects are fragmented and
isolated.6 The purpose of twrist attractions, then, is not to provide an educational
experience: rather, they provide a selective image, of escape, fantasy,
romanticisrn which relies on popular stereotypes, and not a history tesson.

Influence of the TourisüViewer
Cultural institutions and tourisrn locations such as petroglyph and
pictograph sites must take into account that the main objectives for a large
number of tourists are relaxation and diversion. Franz Boas, almost a century
ago, stated that 90% of people would visit such sites mainly to be entertained,
and any educational significance was secondary, and had to be relayed
effortless. or subliminally:
[tlhe people who seek rest and recreation resent an attempt at systematic
instruction while they are looking for some emotional excitement. They
want to admire, to be impressed by something great and wonderful; and if
the underlying idea of the exhibit can be brought out with sufficient
clearness, some great truths may be impressed upon them without requiring
at the moment any particular effort?
Since tourism sites are dependent on the number of visitors, and the image of
'Indianness' is still dominant in the minds of many non-Native Canadians and
international tourists, this may be the predominant image portrayed at aboriginal
heritage sites to attract visitors. Tourism sites will somehow be altered to
accommodate the tourists' expectations.8 which often means representing a
'primitive' and uncomplicated culture to contrast the stress of a Western lifestyle.
Michael Ames attributes cultural simplification and representations of 'primitivism'
to the increasing consumerisrn of the modern age: "[tlhe populist slogan that 'the
customer is always right' now applies to museums and other cultural 'industries'

as readily as to hamburger chains and shopping malls."g Many heritage sites
can often do little more than demonstrate popular images or stereotypes in order
to continue attracting visitors and bnnging in revenues, and may attempt to make
viewers feel comforïable by displaying the familiar. As Patrick Houlihan stated,
when mnfronting [viewers] with the objects of a "foreign" culture, we
invariably immediately relieve the viewer of his or her uncertainty by
exhibiting the unknown objects in the context of farniliar and thus more
friendly categories.'o

At Canadian heritage sites, the continuation of 'the Indian' would attract visitors
still holding ont0 these images as truths. Given that many tourists experience
time limits on their vacations, any additional information which would challenge
'Indianness' must be learned on personal tirne, at home. Thus, tourism continues
stereotypes in order to economically survive.
These ideas of catering to the tourist dollar stem back to the 1950s. At the
same time that Writing-On-Stone officially became a provincial park, US.
naturalist and parks advisor Freeman Tiiden outlined the importance of
interpretation and satisfying the visitor's curiosity at public attractions. He argued
that visiting parks and heritage sites help individuais to discover personal
satisfaction, as well as balancing the stress of everyday life. They are not places
which should present conflicts: "uncertainties," Tilden believed, are "a source of
spiritual loneliness and disquietude." "Certainties," on the other hand, "contribute
toward human happiness.""

Heritage destinations must question whether,

according to Ames, to cater to visitors who are "more focused on k i n g
entertained by glimpses of other cultures and earlier times (the more exotic the
better)" or respect the aboriginal peoples who are "more concerned about how
their own cultures and histories are being used as exotic entertainment by and for
~ t h e r s . " 'Tilden
~
favoured suiting the tourist rather than considering the negative
effects interpretation had on indigenous cultures.

Not oniy did he advocate

"certainties," he also stressed familiarity and simplicity.

Informative text

accompanying a site must not be too convoluted; it may cause the viewer to
assume the area's significance is above hisher intelligence, and leave.13

In

order to have a greater impact. Tilden also encouraged the use of language to
create a mood, to exoticise. to provide a supernatural quality to the site:
interpreters should create the feeling that "the ancients who lived [in the area]
might corne back and renew possession."14

The exaggeration and 'staged

authenticity' of an uncomplicated. 'primitive' lifestyle means that the past
becomes a product for consumption.
Considering the amount of information available on a site or objects,
researchers may rely on generalisations and stereotypes of 'lndianness' to attract
tourists. to encourage Tilden's "certainties." Katie Cooke defines stereotypes as

"a kind of behavioural shorthand.. .a process for classifying and handling a flood
of information that produces over-simplified. and therefore necessarily partly
false, images."15

Tourism tends to present al1 Third and Fourth World

populations. Erik Cohen has stated, as "ethnographically idealized pictures of
colourful natives" in order to attract visitors seeking authenticity, versus the
"sociopolitical reality of poverty. squalor, strife and death. "l

By illustrating

indigenous peoples as 'primitives,' tourism sites are able to "deflect" the tourists'
attention away from present-day "predicaments."17

For example, many late

twentieth-century tourists in Canada, argued Valene Smith, generally are not
interested in seeking realistic images of aboriginals; they would rather see First
Nations peoples in Canada in Yraditional' and entertaining roles, such as on

caribou or bison hunts.18 The 'primitive' lifestyle and 'lack' of modem elements
remains prevalent in representations of Other cultures, and acts as a way to
avoid the truth of dealing with the problems which colonialism bestowed upon
indigenous peoples. Valda Blundell and Ruth Phillips suggest that 'primitivism'
and 'Indianness' serve to "shield" Euro-Canadians from the "poverty and
dependency" still faced by many First Nations peoples.19

Heritage lnterpretation
The issue of lirnited interpretation in tourism is difficult when considering
the various interests of visitors. The goal of parks staff, then, Donna Von Hauff
emphasised. is to encourage tourists to participate in interpretation. and to
balance information to both entertain and educate: "[rlather than interfering with

visitor opportunities [guided interpretive] tours are often the highlight for
tourists."~ This may be a particuiarly challenging task to parks: not al1 visitors

seek the same fulfillment. Tourists who visit national or provincial parks solely to
partake in a hike. to explore the natural heritage of a region, may be 'confronted'
by the historical significance of the region. Since these tourists did not actively

seek this aspect of the location. information in storyboard and brochures is often
simplified to avoid intimidation, and to encourage them to discover the park's rich
historic legacy. The goal of interpretation is to appeal to al1 types of tourists.
Tourists tend to have faith that heritage sites present honest and accurate
representations, or "certainties," of the objects and cultures on 'display.' Heritage
and tourism sites are therefore 'non-confrontational' locations. Even if what is
presented is not an accurate portrayal, Ivan Karp and Steven Lavine state,
interpretation must corne across as secure, as audiences are attracted by the
"integrity" of museums and other cultural establishments. i h e y suggest that the
public "could lose interest if that authority is called into q u e ~ t i o n . ~Therefore,
'
as
long as this faith continues, as long as tourists are accepting and unquestioning,
those involved in interpretation and documentation are often less pressured to
exhibit a komplete' story. These conclusions, though, when presented in an
authoritative, respected establishment such as museumç, may end up becoming
historical Yruths.' As exhibitions curators Spencer Crew and James Sims state,
[aluthenticity is not about factuality or reality. It is about authority. Objects
have no authority; people do. It is people on the exhibition team who must
make a judgment about how to tell about the past. Authenticity authority enforces the social contract between the audience and the museum, a
socially agreed-upon reality that exists only as long as confidence in the
voice of the exhibition holds.22 (emphasis mine)

-

Authority cornes from people, and not objects.

Under the influence of

stereotypes of Otherness, even the Yrusted' curator can be affected by
misrepresentations, which are passed ont0 the audience.

Any changes or

doubts in interpretation rnay upset the balance of heritage sites, and traditional
representations
The tourist's faith in interpretation becomes particularly jeopardised if one
considers the interpreter. According to British art historian Michael Baxandall,
the information presented at cultural and heritage institutions explains less about
what the site rneans and more what the interpreter believes the site means or
wants to portray: "[ilt describes the exhibitor's thinking about the object, or that
part of his thinking he feels it to be his purpose to communicate to the viewer.'"3

D. Light, in examining heritage expositions in Britain. comments that while at one
time the artifact itselfwas the main source of interest, now often the interpretation
of a heritage site, what it has corne to represent, is the main interest: "[iln
cuntrast to earlier thinking which ernphasised interpretation as secondary to the
resource, at many modern heritage sites the interpretation itself rnay be the sole
basis of the attraction."*4

Thus, 'mystical' interpretations, ones reliant on

shamanism, such as Barry's of Writing-On-Stone, will tend to attract New Age
spiritualists attempting to encounter and appropriate an Other cultural
experience.

While not al1 New Age followers have a detrimentai effect on

aboriginal cultures, many attempt to appropriate elements of the cultures which
they visit. This fosters what Graburn has dubbed 'borrowed identity": individuals
will adopt "the materials, symbols, and regalia of other groups - almost as though

a magic power c w l d rub off by imitation.'-

Cree artist, theorist and curator

Gerald McMaster has labelled these individuals "hobbyists," who, "[ulnable to
capture the spirit of their own times," look outside of their cultures for simplicity,
for spirituality. hoping to relieve the stress of everyday life.26 With their emphasis
on the "exotic," John La Velle, director of the North American Center for Spirit,
considers that hobbyists are destructive, that their appropriation threatens
aboriginal autonomy and uniqueness: "maybe it's a nice hobby for them to play

with a ceremony, for them to play with a sacred pipe, for example. But no longer

is that unique spiritual tradition that belongs to lndian people there.'Q7 For
instance, Calgary writer Andrew Niforiuk states that hobbyists and New Age
tourists have endangered North American Native sacred sites.

Many such

visitors introduce elements of paganism and destruction to aboriginal sites such
as Plains medicine wheels, despite barriers and warnings: "[ilgnoring fences and
Forest Service wardens the visitors [tc Wyoming's Big Horn wheel] have
sacrificed animals on the Stones, danced naked, built pyrarnids and generally
acted as foolishly as teenagers on Halloween."*8

Because of these negiigent

actions, fourteen American Indian bands in four states formed an alliance to
protect traditional vision-questareas "from being overrun by tourists."*9
Tourism and heritage sites. as Western commodities. are often laden with
interpretational devices; visitors are prompted on how to approach and/or react to
what they are viewing. Lowenthal states that even when presenting elementary
material, any identification affects how the viewer will respond to the artifact:
[mlarkers celebrating this relic or forbidding access to that one profoundly
influence what we make of them. Even the least conspicuous sign on the
most dramatic site affects how history is experienced-..some visitors to
history-laden places attend more to the markers that to what they
celebrate.30
Recognition and celebration of ancient sites has become so vital to Western
cultures that it is even necessary to commemorate a site for remaining
'unspoiled.' For example, Jack Brink commended the Archaeological Survey of
Alberta for promoting a programme where heritage sites "which retain their
artistic integrity," would be recognised with a plaque, thus immediately altering
that "integrity."31 Even an item as small and seemingly insignificant as a plaque

of recognition becomes of major importance, and frequently what some visitors
seek out over appreciating the actual sites.

And, with the numerous

interpretations and publications on heritage areas, and each researcher's own

conception of the locations, eventually they must compete to be the 'official'
expianation. According to museologist Peter Vergo,
(olne begins to wonder about the fate of the poor little object, swamped by
adjacent material so extensive, so much larger, so much more demanding
of Our attention.. -.And if this wealth of adjunct material is really so important,
does one need. one dares ask, to have the original object physically present
at all?32
Writing-On-Stone staff tends to defy this dilemma by limiting the park's
interpretational devices. Although one cannot view the majority of the petroglyph
sites without a tour guide, a visitor can choose to ignore the storyboards and not
pick up the few brochures available.

lnterpretation at Writing-On-Stone Provincial Park
At Writing-On-Stone, interpretation is provided through pamphlets,
storyboards and guided tours. Writing-On-Stone's storyboards are located in the
'public' area, near the naturalists' offices and the agora. They provide information

on various elements of the region; geology, natural wonders, First Nations
history, and colonial history. Visitors follow them in a circular path to discover the
chronological developrnent of the region's geography, the flora and fauna, and
the significance of the petroglyph and pictograph sites and how they were
created. The most recognised, distinctive rock art images, those unique to the
region, such as the Shield and Rake Figures (Figures 7 and 8). are reproduced

on the storyboards for those people who choose not to join a tour group. or
whose schedules do not coincide. The storyboards, however, provide only a
small, introductory amount of information of the area. One storyboard covers one
significant aspect. Therefore, tourists are encouraged to learn more about the
park through the guided tours, films, and brochures.
The brochures touch on the significance of the most popular of WritingOn-Stone's roles, the rock art. When walking the self-guided tours on the north
side of the Milk River, which are accessible at any time of the day, the tourist has

the choice to take or leave the accompanying pamphlets: there are no
storyboards to affect the experience. The "Hoodoo lnterpretive Trail" pamphlet is
the main source of information for the north side of the Milk River. It takes into
account the multi-faceted concerns of tourists, and specifies the numerous
factors of interest, including prairie dogs, nests, flora, geology. and history, both
Native (pictographs and petroglyphs) and non-Native (old North West Mounted
Police barracks).

Each category is explained 'physiwlly' or 'scientifically,' in

addition to being interpreted through an indigenous perspective. For example,
the scientific theory of the Milk River Valley's creation 20,000 years ago by
glaciers. is side-by-çide with the Blackfoot explanation that Napi formed the
landscape, animals and plants: "[hlere at Writing-On-Stone the land remains
much as Napi created it.'=

(Figure 9) These two interpretations. however. are

decidedly divided between the scientific and the traditional aboriginal, by different
fonts and vertical lines.

Not only does this indicate a significant cultural

separation. it also implies that there is little continued use by First Nations
cultures by leaving this aspect out of its interpretation. For example, one section
describes that "Writing-On-Stone was a sacred place for the Blackfoot People,
and they often claimed the rock art was the work of the spirit world."34 There is

therefore a sense of 'primitivising' and fossilising of First Nations cultures by not
including a continuity between past and present, and by excluding the fact that
Writing-On-Stone remains a spiritual place, both for Natives and non-Natives.
One attraction on the Hoodoo trail is the "Battle Scene," which is
considered one of the most elaborate rock art scenes of the Northern Plains.
The "Battle Scene" also has a separate brochure, which offers to "help you to

understand this significant petroglyph site."35 (Figure 10) However, printed on

an 8.5" by 11" double-sided sheet of paper. a full explanation is not possible.
The Battle Scene is described as a "large force of warriors attacking an

encampment of tipis, defended by a fine of guns.Ie6 While this

is accurate, this

interpretation only focuses on one explanation, the historical. Dempsey offers a
more spiritual explanation for the "Battle Scene": it may actually signify a
particular event between the Gros Ventres and Peigans in 1866. According to
Peigan legend, the spirits executed the petroglyph to warn of an impending
attack by the Gros Ventre, thus helping the Peigan to be triumphant.37
The "Rock Art" pamphlet, presented in the same format as "The Battle
Scene," explains that Writing-On-Stone Provincial Park protects the largest
number of petroglyphs and pictographs on the great Plains, and "explains the
significance of this remarkable historical and cultural legacy."s

This final

pamphlet provides a general history of al1 the rock art of the park. Numerous
artistic 'styles' are listed; images are divided into people (including Shield

Figures, Square Shouldered Figures, Hourglass Figures, and PointedShouldered Figure), (Figures 11, 12, 13 and 14) animais (Boat-Shaped,
Naturalistic, and Mature Styles) (Figures 15. 16 and 17): and abstract images.

Given the size of the pamphlet, there are no theories presented as to whythese
styles may have been used, such as different time periods or different bands; in
this format, the significance of Writing-On-Stone and %s rock art cannot be
expanded, and is reduced to the basic, introductory information. Still, in this
limited capacity, the "Rock Art" pamphlet manages to convey that there are more
approaches to petroglyph and pictograph research than a strictly formal,
scientific, Western one. Even though the historic use by First Nations is reduced
to eleven lines, the spiritual significance of Writing-On-Stone is respected, and
not dismissed or belittled as in early colonial writings.

Its continued use and

significance to First Nations is indicated: "[tlhis strange valley, with its cliffs and
hoodoos, has always been the home of powerful spirits. spirits with the ability to
help people who corne, and continue to corne, to pray at this sacred place.Qg

Additionally, "Rock Art" stresses the need to encompass numerous sources for
explanations, to instigate a new approach to rock art research and not dismiss
Native input. Rather, the need for both Native and Western sources, such as
legends, historical records, archaeology, and the stories of Native elders is
stressed. The pamphlet. unlike Barry's conclusions that the Milk River rock art
serves solely a shamanic purpose. emphasises that the rock art fulfills numerous
purposes, including vision quests, biographical documents. and sharnanic
communication with the spirits.

The information in this pamphlet also

acknowledges that many bands have used the area simultaneously.

This

contrasts Keyser's theory of a definitive tirne of shifting occupation in the Milk
River valley, although "researchers believe that Blackfoot artists created most
Historic rock art." and were the last to have 'controlled' the region before
European contact. 40 It is not definitive, but rather presents the information and
allows tourists to make certain decisions with regard to which interpretation they
prefer.
Given the limitations of interpretational devices, the information presented
in the Writing-On-Stone pamphlets and storyboards tends not to be conclusive,
and make no clairns that the interpretation is absolute. By acknowledging that
interpretation of rock art images is not an accurate 'science,' Writing-On-Stone's
pamphlets oppose Tilden's statements on the need foc certainties, and give the
tourist the option to determine his/her own conclusions. The parkfsinterpretation
does not attempt to stimulate any mystical mood or shamanic ievel of
consciousness, or any overtly romanticised images of perfect harmony and unity
between Natives and Nature, over the biographical and historical point of view:
the different approaches are all integrated. Thus, Wriüng-On-Stone Provincial
Park can be said, on this level, to deconstruct 'Indianness' by balancing 'historical
facts' with spiritual meaning.

Still. despite deconstructing certain aspects of

'Indianness' in its interpretation, the park has interfered with traditional aboriginal
spirituality, by being reintroduced as a secular site, providing entertainment.

New Meanings
According to several rock art researchers, such as Richard Daly, John
Corner, and Grace Rajnovich, petroglyph and pictograph sites in Canada are
generally places of private ceremony and individual learning; while on a vision
quest, pubescent children, usually boys, fast alone in the woods for several days,
until their guardian spirit (which would remain with thern for the remainder of their
lives) appears.41 The image of that spirit is then recorded on the rock. Shamans
recorded their visions in a similar fashion, and used rock art to communicate with
spirits.42

At Writing-On-Stone, these communications were employed by the

Blackfoot to predict their futures33

Rock art images could inspire awe,

reverence, andfor fear in those who viewed them. Visitation was not simply done
out of curiosity, and was not for "outsiders.''44

Historically, anyone who

disrespected the glyphs at Writing-On-Stone was punished by the spirits,
sometimes with d e a t h . Dempsey states that "because the site was sacred
ground, there was always the danger that a visitor might cause offense."46 After
the arriva1 of Europeans, the use of rock art sites by aboriginal peoples lessened
(due to reduced populations caused by disease, colonial encroachment ont0
Native land, governmental banning of many First Nations practices, and the

destruction of many sites), but did not end. Although still used by First Nations
as spiritual locations, rock art sites have been reintroduced to the mainstrearn,

non-Native public as curiosities.

And while an object can have multiple

meanings, Edwina Taborsky states that an item's or location's meaning is
"closed." The nature of its meaning is assigned by a group at a particular time,
and the object "is not avaiiable for al1 possible assigned meanings at any one
tirne.""

Where pictographs and petroglyphs have becorne protected by federal

or provincial/state governments, the predominant 'rneaning' is under the control
of park administrators, and, as noted, is dependent on attracting large numbers
of visitors, and therefore may encourage stereotypes of 'lndianness.'
The determination that 'lndianness' is indicative of First Nations people as
'incapable' of managing their own cultural properties has been prevalent in
tourism. Only in the last quarter of the twentieth century, at heritage sites such
as Head-Srnashed-ln Buffalo Jump in Alberta, have First Nations communities in
Canada had much input in how aboriginal heritage is represented in tourism. As
the anthropologist/archaeologist Zenon Pohorecky has stressed,
[ildeally, perhaps, such management [of rock art sites] shouid be handed
over to competent native people who, after all, would be expected to feel
that such sites reflect their cultural values and heritage more than the
people whose origins lie more recently outside the New World. It may
seem obvious that persons with such a vested interest to protect should do
a better job than someone who has n0t.M
At

many

aboriginal

tourist

sites,

though,

including

Writing-On-Stone,

interpretation has been 'controlled' primarily by Western populations. According
to Klassen in 1995,
[t]he "management" of Writing-On-Stone currently rests with the
government of Alberta. and at present the Blackfoot community has only
limited influence over how the site is used, protected, and interpreted. The
presence of a provincial park, recreational and agricultural development,
and thousands of tourists have al1 served to alienate the Blackfoot from
Writing-On-Stone during this century - from the perspective of some, these
changes have even had the effect of desecrating the site."

However, since January 1998, the continuing role of the Blackfoot and other
Plains Natives to the Milk River area has been 'officially' acknowledged. The
Writing-On-Stone Provincial Park Management Plan "encourages increased
involvement of the Blackfoot Nation in the interpretation and use of the park" to
benefit both "other members of the Blackfoot Nation and to enrich the educational
experience for non-native visitors."5* Another significant change at Writing-OnStone has been the addition of "Aisinaihpil," Blackfoot for "where the drawings

are," to the park's officia1 name, as a way to "recognize the central role First
Nations people have played in creating the special character of Writing-OnStone.'S'

The Blackfoot people have additionally been consulted regarding the

ernployment of new, experimental preservation techniques. and Plains Natives
can now enter the restricted access area of the park unsupewised "for spiritual

and educational purposes32 Writing-On-Stone Provincial Park has managed to
deconstruct 'Indiannessi to a certain degree.

Since guided public tours are

restricted to only two specific times in the day, rather than conducted during al1
daylight hours. private ceremonies rnay still be performed. However, the ranger

in charge must be aware of what will be occurring in the park, and policies must
be followed.53 These traditions of quiet solitude and personal spiritual visions
rnay still be invaded by curious viewers. who, on secular, eswpist journeys, and

group excursions. seek out any aboriginal ceremonial offerings.

These

ceremonies become part of the 'attraction,' the 'magic' of the location, an element
of the tourist's quest for authenticity.

Sacred becomes Secular
Cultural institutions and heritage sites have faced criticism regarding their
roles of imposing new meanings on locations and rnaterials.

Anthropologist

George Stocking and cultural critic James Clifford agree that aboriginal spiritual
items have become commodified as secular items: recognition and appreciation
of these objects removes them physically and metaphorically from their sacred
function. where they become relocated and recategorised in an aesthetic
setting.54 For heritage sites, traditional signifieance essentially becomes erased
and replaced by a hegemonic definition. Aboriginal peoples are considered no
longer actively involved with that location. either because assimilation policies
have alienated First Nations from their traditions. or because. if they do not fit the

image of Yhe Indian.' they are not 'authentic.'

The interpretive materials available at many tourism locations may not
share with the tourist that the site continues to have cultural and sacred
relevance for aboriginal cultures. This means that interpretation rnay not help in
creating a sense of empathy from visitors. For example, in Australia, Ayers rock
is featured in numerous advertisements as a natural phenornena, a geological
oddity. which is a 'must see.' and has been "a magnet to visitors for years.'ss
However, the rock is sacred to the Dreamtime of local Aborigines, who have
requested that tourists not clirnb it.

Unfortunately, this request is often

disregarded. Similarly, Bryan Pfaffenberger has documented that tourists in Sri
Lanka would climb the sacred mountain of Sri Pada, but not "to contemplat[e] the
divine presence of the God Saman. the resident deity of the mountain." Rather,
tourists, many arriving on organised bus tours. sought "a pleasurable pilgrimage,"
bringing such luxuries as portable cassette recorders. Pfaffenberger continues
that the "high-caste 'religious' tourist visits Tiruket lsvaram in his motorcar. in the
Company of his family, and has himseli photographed standing in front of the
temple.""

This is an indication that the tourist has a need to be seen, to be

physicaily associated and documented with the site. rather than to fully
comprehend it or respect its spiritual significance. As MacCannell has asserted,
certain tourists feel the need to superficially view a location rather than taking the
time to learn about it.

They have a greater need to "see" rather than

"understand": "[tJourists have been criticized for failing. somehow, to see sights
they

visit,

exchanging

perception for

mere

recognition."-

(emphasis

MacCannellfs) But, as Eilean Hooper-Greenhill emphasised, cultural institutions
rnay encourage a detached visit as sufficient; for example. museum
administrators ofien view the number of visitors to their institutions as more
important and indicative of success than the quality of the exhibitions, that
"evaiuation of the work of the museum is measured by weight of bodies rather

than by depth of experience."58 With over 60, 000 visitors at Writing-On-Stone
Provincial Park a year, varying in age, cultural and political background, and
interests, it is questionable what people learn about the region, though such a
question necessarily remains beyond the confines of this thesis.

Preservation
While the public has access to the petrogiyph and pictograph sites, albeit
with restrictions, at Writing-On-Stone, tourists are not allowed any direct, physicai
contact with the images. It is illegal to add any new images to the rock art sites
at Writing-On-Stone or anywhere else in Canada, and even to touch them,sg an

aspect stressed by naturalists at Writing-On-Stone.

The Alberta Provincial

Historical Resources Act fines up to $50,000 and a jail term for damage to any
archaeological site.*

The significance of rock art also is drasticaliy altered by

the Western preoccupation with preserving antiquities by. ironically, nof allowing
change. When a rock art site is isolated as a tourist attraction, protective barriers
such as fences, guardraifs, even. as at Petroglyphs Provincial Park,
Peterborough, buildings, are often erected. Acoording to tourism researcherç
Alister Mathieson and Geoffrey Wall, this is due to the delicate relationship
between tourism and preservation. While on the one hand it helps to entertain
and educate the public about Other locations and cultures, on the other tourism
brings to greater attention such locations, which may have been previously
unknown to the public-61 Moreover, Mathieson and Wall argue that barriers and
restrictions "rob" these sites "of their rnagic.''6* In agreement, Lowenthal asserts
that, while barricades are a necessity to prevent damage, "[plroteclive measures

may detract from the appearance or intelligibility of relicsW63He continues that
"[plrotection can debase the ambiance of antiquities even when their fabric
remains intact.'64 However, to the Western perspective, 'rescuing' the past,
despite the irnplicit changes it makes to a site, ovenides the loss of 'magic.' Even

though preservation destroys a site's "physical integrity and the functional
integrity," and recontextualises the site for modern needs, Peter Van Mersch
asserts that even if the item is debased by its new function, it is preferable to
losing that locale.65
The "Battle Scene" panel at Writing-On-Stone is on the north side of the
Milk River. one of the few publicly advertised rock art locations on this side. It is
not within the large fenced area on the south side. which is protected by a wire
fence. (Figure 18) Whiie it keeps visitors from touching and potentially destroying
the scene, the fence makes viewing and photographing it difficult. Also, it is often
necessary to get close to a petroglyph or pictograph in order to rnake out details,
which becomes impossible. On the south side of the river, rnost of the 'barriers'
protecting the rock art are 'unseen' (schedules, seasonal closings, and fences
surrounding the large southern area containing the majority of rock art sites,
rather than around the individual sites themselves). lnterpretation is provided on
tours guided by naturalists, who present different key points of Writing-OnStone's history, depending on their preferences and personal interest. Although
tours are lirnited to only two a day, depending on the weather, they are 'outdoors.'

in their natural setting. Tourists can get relatively close to the images, and the
wind. Sun, and sounds of nature are al1 part of the experience. Nevertheiess,
although in situ, preservation means that tourists still lack the freedom of viewing
the rock art when they choose, being confined to afternoon guided tours. when
the Sun is high overhead. This means that the more dramatic light of dawn or
dusk light is lost, light which emphasises the carvings better. As well, by being
part of a larger group, and with a tour guide explaining the rock art, complete
silence would be unachievable, and the sounds produced by the breezes in the
Hoodoos (which First Nations of the area attribute to the spirits), would be
unheard, which contrasts with the seciusion of the vision quest. These elements

are no longer part of the experience at Petroglyph Provincial Park. where a large
glass edifice has been constructed to protect those petroglyphs from the
elements,

'destroying' a tourist's quest for authenticity. The elements which

were significant to the site (wind, trees, scents. Sun, etc.). are now peripheral.
There is little or no play of natural light upon the petroglyphs. which rneans they
rernain 'static,' under artificial light and unaffected by the positions of the Sun or
moon.

The site becomes a museum: climate controlled, untouchable.

'unchanging.'

Bars further separate the Peterborough petroglyphs from the

visitors. Except with special permission, for research and traditional ceremonies.
no one is allowed on the rock to touch the images. Being unable to get close to
the rock and have silence at the Peterborough Petroglyphs means not k i n g able
to hear an underground Stream, a vital element to the 'magic' of many rock art
sites66 From such examples. it is clear that preservation often means that direct
contact with the rock art sites is denied, as is an 'authentic' experience. as well as
the freedom of choosing when to visit.

Similar to other heritage sites like

Stonehenge, the Parthenon and Maya ruins, where being in direct contact with
the 'artifact' is an important touristic experience, preservation has become the
more important issue now, not the freedorn of rnovement of visit0rs.W
Geographer Richard W. Butler comments that the barriers used to protect
pictograph and petroglyph sites can be insulting. that
[r]estrictions are unattractive to proponents of tourism because of the
potential message which they send to visitors, narnely that they are not
entirely welcome to corne to a place and be free to do as they wish. which. it
is feared, may deter them from coming. Most people desire freedom frorn
regulation on vacation, rather than continued control.6a
Indeed, one tourist ta Writing-On-Stone stated that "people attend parks seeking
an 'outdoor experience'. The concept of attending group tours while at a park

does not appeal to the individual seeking an experience separated from urban
life."69 Therefore, preservation, while suiting the tourists of the future. denies an

unadulterated experience for the contemporary, non-Native tourist, as weli as the
site's continuing aboriginal usage.

Souvenirs and 'Indianness'
In order to deepen their memories, many tourists require souvenirs, a
need which impacted on aboriginal peopies. Collecting dates back to the Roman
period, where, Douglas Newton states, an enemy was conquered. and its
valuable possessions looted, "brought home in triumph."70

In the post-

Renaissance period, Graburn remarks, Western explorers brought "parts of the
[travel] experience home to understand it and make it safe?

Sailors and

explorers landing in Canada during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
would often trade with the First Nations peoples in order to take home 'exotic'
aboriginal items, mementoes which would demonstrate how they had adventured
into unknown lands and survived contact with the uncivilised' peoples of North
America.72

These mementoes often displayed some characteristics of

'Indianness,' in order to exaggerate the ferociousness of their rnakers, and
increase the traveller's prestige.
Today, souvenirs act similarly for tourists as they did for early explorers;
they display worldliness and an adventurous spirit. Travelling allows the tourist to
be open to new experiences, where he/she has left the cornfort of hisBer home,
to encounter lands with different customs, languages, foods. Travel and tourism,
though, are temporary. To prolong the experience, permanent rnarkers must be
constructed in the form of souvenirs and mementoes. As Mathiesen and Wall
suggest, souvenirs are chosen more to show the tourist's accomplishments
rather than aboriginai talents: like the tourist who wished to be "seen" at a
location rather than truiy "understanding" it. souvenirs "are not stimulated by a
genuine interest in the host culture, but are acquired as a memento of the visit
and as a sign to peers of the extent of the buyer's travel experiences.''73

Souvenirs act as signifiers of the unordinary, allowing tourists to continue to
escape frorn 'reality' and commonplace experiences once they return home.
Writing-On-Stone Provincial Park does not encourage stereotypes of 'lndianness'
through souvenirs, as, unlike many other provincial and national parks, it does
not have its own gift shop. Souvenirs of the region are sold at an unaffiliated
store. V/sions of the Past, located on the main highway. The park is a twenty-five
minute drive further, on a secondary highway.

In Canada, however. such

"highway linkages," like craft and souvenir stores, cornrnonly work together to
bring attention to a park or heritage location, in order to direct the traveller to the
tourist sites.74 It also means that one coold pass through the Milk River valley,
stop at Visions of the Pas[ purchase souvenirs of Writing-On-Stone, and never
even get near to the petroglyph and pictograph sites. Unlike the mementoes of
early traders, today's souvenirs can therefore be 'inauthentic' for the individual,
and also misrepresentative, in the sense that they can be purchased without
personal memories.
In order to impress others with their adventurousness, many tourists,
according to Graburn, tend to acquire souvenirs with barbaric, savage
characteristics. For these tourists, authenticity often rneans seeking out the
stereotypes of Otherness that originated during colonisation: savagery, brutality,
with physical differences often exaggerated to the point of "grotesqueness," in
order to "arous[e] in the minds of the millions living dreary, affluent, 'civilized'
lives the fears and excitement of exploration, the unknown, and the untamed.'"s
Certain exaggerations emphasised what tourists recognised as "ethnicity": this
includes dark skin, 'primitivism,' "hunting prowess.'"6

Graburn continues that

ethnic and tourist arts perpatuate 'Indianness' as they lack any elernents of
modernity. They

are generally those demanded - more as status objects than as memorabilia
- by people who wish to get "close to the native" spirit (not body of course)
by having "genuine," "authentic," artifacts to show. The buyer, at this point.
does not have to understand the symbolism or the iconography of the item,
he only has to find it aesthetically acceptable and visually authentic.
Cfoseness to what is believed to be traditional by the coilector's reference
group is the g o a P (emphasis mine)
This reliance on outdated stereotypes such as 'Indianness' succeeds in making
both the indigenous culture and the tourists appear ridiculous.

In relying on

stereotypes, indigenous cultures are confronted by unrsalistic and farfetched
images which may prove insulting to them. On the other hand, many of these
frivolous souvenirs to which nomNatives are attracted are sources of amusement
to Native cultures, as they are, according to Graburn, "hilarious" in their
inacc~racies.~eIn Canada, because of a shift in the power relationship since
Confederatim, when 'the Indian' was 'in the way' of colonial expansion and
stereotypes of First Nations changed for the worse, this image has changed from
one of 'ferociousness' and 'savagery' to one of harmlessness. For example, a
shot glass memento for the 1950s shows a cartoon 'Indian,' dressed in feathered
headdress, get progressively drunk: 'the Indian' as weak, comical, and caricature.
(Figure 19) These caricatures dernonstrated the colonial theory that Native
people had become subdued, innocuous, as well as sources for amusement.
Today, many popular souvenirs of 'the Indian' sustain this harmless image, for
exarnple dolls of young children, small, smiling and innocent, dressed in
traditional buckskin clothing and braids. While there are tourist stores which
feature 'modern.' more artistic souvenirs, many of which are crafted by First
Nations artists, they tend to be more expensive, and are rarer than the ubiquitous
corner and airport shops. (Figure 20) These latter types tend to be more sought
out by tourists, especially when purchasing multiple gifts for friends and family at
home.
Part of the tourist's preconceptions of what constitutes an 'authentic'

souvenir is attributed, according to art historian Karen Duffek, to museums,
where First Nations materials tend to be old, anonymous, decayed ancilor
damaged.79

For example, in 1880, Albert Bickmore, founder of New York's

American Museum of Natural History, sought only old items, well used and
imperfect, as additions to his collection. He believed these qualities indicated
ceremonial use, whereas new items were 'inauthentic,' infiuenced by European
materials and standards: "'we seek objects that have been used and perhaps
blackened with age but not chipped and broken. The bright, new, clean carvings
have too much a shop-like appearance as if not made for worship or other use,
but only for sale.'QO This wrreiation between 'old' and 'authentic' is often so
strong that souvenir makers will Yake' objects, 'aging' an item by placing it in
termite hills or other means to 'create' instant authenticity.81 Many tourists are
aware and willing to purchase deliberate fakes and reproductions. as long as
they fit their personal definitions of 'authenticity': many have no interest in
knowing the significance of the souvenir, nor the manufacturers; like in
anthropology museums. the items are 'anonymous.' Mass-produced, cheap, and
simplified. since souvenirs are used to ignite personal mernories. according to
Graburn, any exaggerations or errors are not considered harmful.82 Such items
were not available at Visions of the Past

There were no 'authentic'

reproductions of the petroglyphs and pictographs of Writing-On-Stone executed
on rock. However, souvenir mugs and magnets, done in brown 'flecked' ceramic,

as if to 'authenticate' that they are part of the same rock on which the original
images were carved, were for sale. (Figure 21) Written around the shield-figure
is Writing-On-Stone, Alberta. Canada. 'Authentic,' Traditional' meaning of the
area is removed; unless the area is known, there is no indication of the Blackfoot
or any other First Nations bands which utilised the area. These souvenirs are not
meant to represent their original contexts: rather, decontextualised and

appropriated, they came to signify the Writing-On-Stone region.
Not only do non-Native manufactured souvenirs create an idea of what is
'authentic' for tourists, Native artists and products often become bound to
'traditional' forms in their arts and crafts in order to be successful. For example,

J.J. Brody documented an unusual atternpt in the United States in the midtwentieth century to apply Native American artistic styles to utilitarian items.
Belts, handbags, wastebaskets, and placemats were made for white tourist
consumption. However, Brody continued, these items were not appreciated by
the general public, as they did not induce the image of the Noble Savage when
"based on so obviously modern an article as a parfleche lampshade.'w

As

tourists seek a souvenir which will return them to memories an 'authentic' and
'alternate experience' to everyday life, an older item holds greater significance
than something new, sornething modern. Clifford suggests that a collecter "finds
intrinsic interest and beauty in objects from a past time," and that "collecting
everyday objects from ancient (preferably vanished) civilizations wili be more
rewarding than coltecting, for example, decorated thermoses from modern China
or customized T-shirts from Oceania.'w Therefore, simplified and miniaturised
totem poles, masks, beaded necklaces, and other non-utilitarian, 'traditional,'
'Indian' items remain dominant in standard souvenir shops. However, some of

these souvenirs, such as T-shirts, have their own benefits. At Visions of the

Past, a variety of t-shirts and hats were sold. featuring isolated images from
Writing-On-Stone, such as the Thunderbird, and human figures.

(Figure 22)

Shirts and baseball caps allow tourists to advertise their travel accomplishments,
which lets them demonstrate their adventurousness outside their homes and a
smail circle of friends and family. While t-shirts. mugs, and magnets contrast
those which Clifford and Brody state are the most popular, and may demonstrate
that 'authenticity' and Yhe Indian' as a relic is not perpetuated at Visions of the

Past, the repetition and decontextualisation of images creates another difficulty.
According to anthropologist Bob Simpson, when recontextualised into souvenirs,
the repetition of an aboriginal image, such as totem poles or masks, or, at
Writing-On-Stone, Shield or Hourglass Humans figures. removes that image from
its larger context, and "potent symbols become empty signs.

Repeated

production robs them of their 'aura', the authority that artifacts have by virtue of
their uniqueness in time and space."s The figures lose their 'magic' through
mass-reproduction, and also acquire new meanings. depending on what type of
tourist purchased the souvenirs. Some may be able to demonstrate a profound
knowledge of the locations they have visited, and the souvenirs may spark
conversation with another who is unaware of the site.

Others may Wear a

Writing-On-Stone t-shirt to signify a great distance travelled. Still others may use
such a souvenir as a direct iink with an 'authentic,' spiritual society.

Books on interpretation at Visions of the Past included Barry's Mvstical
Themes in Milk River Rock Art. However, it was far outnurnbered by Storv on
Stone. a documentation of Writing-On-Stone which contrasts with Barry's
methods. Rather than supplying interpretation of the images as a whole, Story
on Stone's format is the predominant approach to rock art: descriptive. Black and

white photographs, versus Barry's line drawings, of over one hundred images of
the petroglyphs and pictographs located not just in the Milk River Valley, but in
the region surrounding Lethbridge, are supplemented with formal, descriptive
interpretations, to which many contemporary rock art researchers are opposed.
The descriptions provide little more than helping the reader make out what is
depicted, or what seems to be depicted. as erosion over time greatly affects the
images. Storv on Stone provides little information about the First Nations bands
who utilise the area, or an historic description of the region. It is useful for those
tourists who choose to stop at Vision ofthe Past, but not to continue the drive to

Writing-On-Stone Park. It allows them to 'view' the images without applying the
cost or devoting the tirne. It also does not demand a great deal of consideration,
like Barry's writings, and therefore would appeal to a greater number of tourists
who are just 'passing through' the region.

It has been argued in this chapter that many heritage sites. in order to
attract non-Native tourists. have relied on portraying 'Indianness' and 'primitivism'

at aboriginal heritage sites. These images serve to attract those tourists who,
according to MacCannell. seek an alternative experience to modernity, a simpler,
'authentic' reality. However, this 'reality' becomes almost impossible to achieve
at heritage locations, as administrators are unable or even reluctant to portray an
accurate representation. Since, according to Greenhill-Hooper, heritage sites
such as museums indicate success by the number of visitors, staff may rely upon
popular preconceptions andior misrepresentations about indigenous cultures.
Once tourists are enticed to a site, tourism interpretation has tended to
perpetuate 'Indianness' through the simpiified representations within their
brochures and pamphlets.

According to Boas, it is encouraged not to

overcomplicate interpretation, as

tourists

rnay

resent

any

educational

components. Additionally, explanations should leave no room for, according to
Tilden, "uncertainties"; to allow the tourist to question interpretation denies
relaxation. 'Indianness,' then, is used to suit the needs of the tourist seeking
'authenticity,' as well as supporting the heritage location to attract tourists. Native
cultures in Canada are reduced to commodities. their histories often 'primitivised'
and exoticised, and their cultural artifacts altered into entertainment. While areas
such as Writing-On-Stone Provincial Park are deconstructing the stereotypes of
'Indianness' prevalent in mainstream tourism, they still must function within the
confines of tourists' tirne limits and appeal to the numerous interests of the

various visitors.

Additionally, preservation techniques have altered the sites'

'authenticity' by lirniting any change of the petroglyphs and pictographs within its
boundaries; change in the rock art at Writing-On-Stone was expected, used by
the Blackfoot to predict the future.

Through preservation, the sites becorne

museumified, untouchable, distanced from people and communication with
guardian spirits, and with shamans. The reasons. whether sacred. personal, or
secular, for adding to the collections of petroglyphs and pictographs, is ended.
Writing-On-Stone Provincial Park has been able to prosper even without relying
on stereotypes of 'prirnitivism' and 'exoticisrn,' describing a more balanced scene
of

natural, aboriginal

and

Euro-Canadian history.

Additionally,

park

administrators have recognised the importance of traditional, aboriginal
interpretation and have recently begun working directly with members of the
Blackfoot band, and have been able to adapt to recent political changes in the
relationship towards First Nations peoples and deconstruct the traditions of
'Indianness' and colonial control over aboriginal heritage sites.
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